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Since Hurricane Katrina (2005), there has been a marked increase in

the quantity of field observations gathered during and after hurricanes. There

has also been an increased effort to improve our ability to model hurricanes

and other coastal ocean phenomena. The majority of death and destruction

due to a hurricane is from storm surge. The primary controlling factor in storm

surge is the balance between the surface stress due to the wind and bottom

stress. Manning’s formula can be used to model the bottom stress; the formula

includes the Manning’s n coefficient which accounts for momentum loss due to

bottom roughness and is a spatially dependent field. It is impractical to mea-

sure Manning’s n over large physical domains. Instead, given a computational

storm surge model and a set of model observations, one may formulate and

solve an inverse problem to determine probable Manning’s n fields using obser-

vational data, which in turn can be used for predictive simulations. On land,

Manning’s n may be inferred from land cover classification maps. We leverage
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existing land cover classification data to determine the spatial distribution of

land cover classifications which we consider certain. These classifications can

be used to obtain a parameterized mesoscale representation of the Manning’s

n field. We seek to estimate the Manning’s n coefficients for this parameterized

field.

The inverse problem we solve is formulated using a measure-theoretic

approach; using the ADvanced CIRCulation model for coastal and estuarine

waters as the forward model of storm surge. The uncertainty in observational

data is described as a probability measure on the data space. The solution to

the inverse problem is a non-parametric probability measure on the parameter

space. The goal is to use this solution in order to measure the probability of ar-

bitrary events in the parameter space. In the cases studied here the dimension

of the data space is smaller than the dimension of the parameter space. Thus,

the inverse of a fixed datum is generally a set of values in parameter space.

The advantage of using the measure-theoretic approach is that it preserves the

geometric relation between the data space and the parameter space within the

probability measure. Solving an inverse problem often involves the exploration

of a high-dimensional parameter space requiring numerous expensive forward

model solves. We use adaptive algorithms for solving the stochastic inverse

problem to reduce error in the estimated probability of implicitly defined pa-

rameter events while minimizing the number of forward model solves.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

In 2005, category 5 Hurricane Katrina caused 1833 fatalities, $108 bil-

lion in damage, and was the costliest United States hurricane [1, 2]. In recent

years , other hurricanes have caused signification damage to the U.S. coast, in-

cluding Hurricane Wilma (2004), Hurricane Rita (2005), Hurricane Ike (2008),

Hurricane Gustav (2008), Hurricane Irene (2011), and Hurricane Sandy (2012).

The majority of damage and loss of life from a hurricane is caused by storm

surge, i.e. flooding or inundation caused by storms as they approach and make

landfall. One of the primary goals of the following work is to apply measure-

theoretic computational algorithms for inverse sensitivity analysis to a set of

coastal applications governed by the shallow water equations (SWEs). We will

study these coastal applications using the ADvanced CIRCulation model for

oceanic, coastal, and estuarine waters (ADCIRC) which incorporates a spa-

tially varying bottom friction model. The balance between momentum loss

from bottom stress due to bottom friction and vegetation, and wind stress due

to the hurricane is one of the primary controlling factors of storm surge [3,4].

The ADCIRC model solves the generalized wave continuity equation and the

depth averaged momentum equations on an unstructured finite element mesh
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using a finite difference scheme in time [5, 6]. The ADCIRC model depends

on many parameter fields, including bottom friction. We will focus on bottom

friction due to the sensitivity of the SWEs to bottom friction and the inherent

uncertainty in this parameter.

Manning’s formula is currently used to model bottom friction in a va-

riety of coastal applications (e.g., hurricane storm surge, tsunamis, flow over

vegetation, etc). However, these applications are beyond the original scope

of Manning’s formula [6–8]. Manning’s formula was originally developed to

characterize bottom friction for open channel flow [9–11]. Despite this fact,

Manning’s formula continues to be a very useful, if not entirely correct, model

of flow resistance for environmental flows1 [3, 14]. The Manning’s coefficient

varies based on the type of “roughness” it is approximating. This means

that a different Manning’s n value is required to represent different bottom

coverings such as sand, silt, mud, large stones, small stones; various types of

wetlands, forests, vegetation, agricultural lands; and different types of residen-

tial, commercial, and industrial developed land. The Coastal Change Analysis

Program (C-CAP) Regional Land Cover database (NOAA) and the National

Land Cover Database (NLCD, USGS) document the geographical distribution

of these different types of land cover through the use of a land cover classifi-

cation scheme. These data sets consist of pixelated (raster-based) land cover

1

Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful, George E.P. Box, page

424 of [12] via page 5 of [13].
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classification data sets derived from Landsat imagery and high resolution aerial

photography. We use these data sets to determine the spatial distribution of

land cover classifications and consider the Manning’s n coefficient associated

with each land cover classification uncertain [7, 15].

We seek to quantify the uncertainty in Manning’s n coefficients by

using computed quantities of interest (QoIs) to define a map from the pa-

rameter domain to observable data (e.g. maximum water surface elevation

at a set of gauge sites). We use the geometric information embedded in

this map to compute non-parametric probability measures on the parame-

ter domain using a measure-theoretic approach for formulating and solving

stochastic inverse problems for physics-based maps. This measure-theoretic

approach has been developed and analyzed in [16–20]. In this approach, the

core deterministic inverse problem is well-defined with respect to set-valued

inverses [16,18,20]. Uncertainty quantification often classifies uncertainty into

two categories: aleatoric uncertainty and epistemic uncertainty. Aleatoric or

statistical uncertainty is generally considered irreducible because it is the un-

certainty due to probabilistic variability. Epistemic or systematic uncertainty

is generally considered reducible because incorporating more information of

the system reduces this type of uncertainty. Both aleatoric and epistemic

uncertainty are quantified within this framework [19]. We employ a non-

intrusive sample based algorithm developed in [19] to obtain a non-parametric

probability measure on the parameter space. We propose a probability based

goal-oriented adaptive sampling algorithm to more efficiently utilize a limited
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number of forward model solves in order to approximate the probability of an

implicitly defined set of model parameters (Manning’s n coefficients).

1.2 Research Contributions

The completed research covers the three concentration areas of the

Computational Science, Engineering, and Mathematics program as follows:

Area A: Applicable mathematics. We have extended the algo-

rithms used to approximate the probability measure on the parameter space

to employ goal-oriented adaptive sampling techniques. This is key to combat-

ing the “curse of dimensionality” with regard to sampling high dimensional

parameter spaces. There are two sources of error in approximating the proba-

bility measure: (1) the discretization of the probability measures themselves,

and (2) error in the numerical computation of the forward model [19]. We

focus on reducing errors of the first type through adaptively sampling the

parameter space. We provide theoretical justification for the convergence of

the goal-oriented adaptive sampling algorithm. We show numerical results

regarding the convergence of a probabilistic goal-oriented sampling algorithm.

Area B: Numerical analysis and scientific computation. The

current computational measure-theoretic algorithm is non-intrusive [18, 20].

This allows us to treat ADCIRC as a black box model. We have devel-

oped PolyADCIRC, an open-source Python package, to simultaneously evaluate

P(arallel) ADCIRC for a given set of samples in the parameter space [21]. We
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have also developed BET, as apart of the BET development team with Steve

Mattis, Troy Butler, and Scott Walsh, an open-source Python package for

solving measure-theoretic stochastic inverse problems [22]. BET provides both

serial and parallel implementations of the various algorithms discussed herein,

examples, and visualization routines [22].

Given that the evaluation of the forward model is currently the most

computationally intensive task, we have structured the adaptive implementa-

tion to group model evaluations to facilitate load balancing and parallel eval-

uation. To decrease the cost of model evaluations for more complex physical

domains and forcing conditions we incorporate an existing subdomain imple-

mentation of ADCIRC [23–25]. Each different model evaluation requires us to

map bottom friction parameter values to the finite element (FE) mesh through

a node centered spatial averaging procedure utilizing the pixelated land cover

classification data. We have moved the majority of this process off-line by de-

composing this procedure into a set of linear operations. We leverage existing

software (GridData [26]) in the creation of a set of linear maps from pixelated

land-classification data to the FE mesh used by ADCIRC. The remaining on-

line computation to map bottom friction parameter values to the FE mesh is

a single dot product per model evaluation and a matrix product for a group

of model evaluations. PolyADCIRC includes sub-packages that automate and

parallelize the above processes [21].

Area C: Mathematical modeling and application. We have ap-

plied this approach in the case of an idealized inlet domain for two and three
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dimensional parameter fields. We expanded this approach to study parameter

estimation for bottom friction for coastal inundation using Hurricane Gus-

tav as a test bed. Inundation of coastal areas only occurs with hurricanes

and other catastrophic events. We employ a subdomain implementation of

ADCIRC [23–25] to reduce simulation time and allow us to focus on specific

subdomains of particular interest rather than the much larger physical domain

necessary for hurricane simulations. Subdomains of interest can feature as few

as four dominant land classifications whereas the full domain can feature as

many as twenty-three different land classifications [7, 15].

For both the idealized inlet and hurricane case studies we have shown

that choosing gauge sites that provide geometrically distinct quantities of in-

terest and are nearly perpendicular in a non-linear sense (have small skewness)

has a marked effect on the parameter estimation results. We demonstrate the

effect the choice of gauge sites has on the solution to the inverse problem and

prediction using that solution. It is especially important to identify QoI that

result in a well-conditioned inverse as the number of geometrically distinct

QoI is at most the dimension of the parameter space [18, 19]. Since there is

no adjoint currently available for ADCIRC we approximate gradient informa-

tion using finite differences (central, forward, and radial basis function). We

have used gradient information to optimally choose gauge sites for the Hurri-

cane Gustav case study [22,27]. We have focused primarily on estimating the

bottom friction parameter, Manning’s n. We have developed this parameter

estimation framework in order to obtain estimates of parameters and their
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associated probability densities for use in ensemble hurricane forecasts.

1.3 Outline

The outline of this dissertation is as follows. In Chapter 2, we give a

brief overview of the the ADCIRC model. We summarize the methodology

for modeling flow resistance with Manning’s n in ADCIRC2. In Chapter 3,

we summarize the measure-theoretic framework used to formulate and solve

the stochastic inverse problem. We summarize sources of approximation error

within this framework. In Chapter 4, we give a detailed description of the

stochastic inverse problem for ADCIRC and develop the mesoscale represen-

tation of Manning’s n coefficient for a finite element mesh. We also describe

the integration of the measure-theoretic algorithm, the ADCIRC model, and

the mesoscale representation of Manning’s n. We review numerical results

for an example with uncertain Manning’s n coefficients for an idealized inlet

where the flow is partially obstructed by an earthen jetty. We examine both

two-dimensional and three-dimensional parameter spaces. We also review nu-

merical results for a case study involving Hurricane Gustav. Chapter 5 pro-

vides a probabilistic goal-oriented adaptive sampling algorithm to adaptively

address error in numerical set approximation. Finally, in Chapter 6 we provide

concluding remarks and opportunities for future work.

2We include an in-depth review of the derivation of Manning’s n for shallow water envi-
rons in Appendix A.
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Chapter 2

The Advanced Circulation Model for Oceanic,

Coastal, and Estuarine Waters (ADCIRC)

We will study hurricane storm surge using the ADvanced CIRCulation

model for oceanic, coastal and estuarine waters (ADCIRC). ADCIRC is a

prominent finite element model that solves the generalized wave continuity

equation (GWCE) and the shallow water equations (SWEs) for momentum on

an unstructured mesh with a finite difference temporal discretization [6]. The

ADCIRC model has been extensively verified and validated using hindcasts

of several hurricanes including Hurricane Ike, Katrina, and Gustav [7, 28–

31]. The ADCIRC model also allows for the specification of nodal model

parameters including Manning’s n. Hence, it provides an appropriate test bed

to study the estimation of bottom friction in coastal areas. We summarize

the governing equations pertinent to the formulation and implementation of

ADCIRC. For a more detailed discussion we direct the reader to [6]. This

is followed by a description of the frictional flow resistance model used by

ADCIRC in Section 2.2. Note portions of this chapter were originally published

in [32].
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Figure 2.1: An illustration of the the total water column height H = h + ζ
where h is the bathymetric depth, and ζ is the free surface above the geoid or
datum.

2.1 Modeling the Shallow Water Equations in ADCIRC

The shallow water equations (SWEs) are derived by vertically integrat-

ing the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with a hydrostatic pressure [6].

The derivation of the SWEs closely parallels the derivation of the equations

governing open channel flow for which Manning’s formula was originally de-

rived. See Appendix A for a summary of the derivation of Manning’s formula.

The continuity equation is

∂H

∂t
+
∂Qx

∂x
+
∂Qy

∂y
= 0 (2.1.1)

where Qx = UH, Qy = V H are the x, y-directed flux per unit width, U, V are

the depth-averaged velocities, H = h + ζ is the total water column height, h

is the bathymetric depth, and ζ is the free surface above the geoid as show in

Figure 2.1 [6]. The accompanying momentum equations in conservative form
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are

∂Qx

∂t
+
∂UQx

∂x
+
∂V Qx

∂y
− fQy = −gH ∂[ζ + (Ps/gρ0)− αη]

∂x

+
τsx − τbx

ρ0

+Mx −Dx −Bx

∂Qy

∂t
+
∂UQy

∂y
+
∂V Qy

∂x
+ fQx = −gH ∂[ζ + (Ps/gρ0)− αη]

∂y

+
τsy − τby

ρ0

+My −Dy −By

(2.1.2)

where g is gravity, f is the Coriolis parameter, Ps is the atmospheric pressure

at the sea surface, ρ0 is the reference density of water, and η is the Newtonian

equilibrium tidal potential. The terms τb(·) are the bottom stresses, τs(·) are

the imposed surface stresses, M(·) are the vertically-integrated lateral stress

gradients, D(·) are momentum dispersion terms, and B(·) are the vertically-

integrated baroclinic pressure gradients [6]. The bottom stress terms are de-

fined using a quadratic or linear drag law and the Manning’s n formula as

described in Section 2.2.

ADCIRC replaces the continuity equation, Equation (2.1.1), with the

Generalized Wave Continuity Equation (GWCE) by using a second order hy-

perbolic formulation of the continuity relation in Eq. (2.1.1) [6]. The GWCE

is a more computationally tractable version of the continuity equation, as this

formulation removes spurious oscillations that are associated with the primitive

Galerkin finite element solution of the SWEs [6]. The GWCE is formulated by

taking the time derivative (∂/∂t) of Eq. (2.1.1) and then adding the result to

Eq. (2.1.1) multiplied by a parameter τ0 ≥ 0. We also assume that bathymet-

ric depth is constant with respect to time (i.e., ∂H/∂t = ∂ζ/∂t) [6]. Next we
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use the weighted residual method, and integrate by parts, and finally substi-

tute the vertically-integrated momentum equations (2.1.2) into this modified

continuity equation (2.1.1) [6]. For a detailed derivation of the GWCE we

direct the reader to [6].

2.2 Modeling Flow Resistance in ADCIRC

Manning’s coefficient or Manning’s n encapsulates the momentum loss

due to bottom friction represented in the Gauckler-Manning-Strickler formula

(Equation (2.2.7)) which relates average cross-sectional velocity, hydraulic ra-

dius, and the channel bed slope [9–11,33,34]. The Gauckler-Manning-Strickler

formula was originally developed for open-channel flow in a fully-turbulent

fairly regular unvegetated domain [9–11, 33–35]. For open-channel flow that

meets these assumptions Manning’s coefficient may be determined empiri-

cally from field or laboratory measurements or from a sampling of the diam-

eters of roughness elements [36–39]. Arcement and Schneider [40], along with

Chow [41], and Barnes [37] have provided guides for selecting Manning’s coef-

ficient that extend the original domain of application to flood plains, vegetated

water ways, and channels with irregular boundaries. These guides consist of

tables [41], photographic guides [37], and a combination thereof [40]. However,

even with their use the selection of Manning’s coefficient remains difficult for

inexperienced users.

Furthermore, Manning’s formula although extremely useful is not the

correct model of momentum loss due to vegetation in natural waterways. Man-
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ning’s formula models bottom friction, not the more complex form drag due

to flexible vegetation [42–44]. Complex hydrological models require some rep-

resentation of momentum loss due to a combination of bottom friction, vege-

tation, bed-forms, and the porous media-like structures that occur in coastal

estuaries [28,31,45]. Often these sub-gridscale processes require some upscaled

drag model. We use the Gauckler-Manning-Strickler formulation to parameter-

ize the spatially varying friction field due to its prevalence in civil engineering.

Unfortunately, it is extremely cost prohibitive to use field measurements to

estimate Manning’s n for these conditions over a large physical domain, espe-

cially as this representation would be subject to seasonal and temporal vari-

ation. We aspire to leverage the land cover and classification data collected

by the NCLD and C-CAP projects to estimate Manning’s coefficient fields for

these types of computational modeling problems [43, 46–48]. Other methods

of estimating Manning’s coefficient using Bayesian parameter estimation tech-

niques [49, 50], Kalman filtering [51], and adjoint based techniques [52] focus

on determining a single parameter or single vector of parameters. However,

the solution to the parameter estimation problem is inherently set-valued when

the dimension of the parameter space Λ ⊂ Rn is greater than (or sometimes

equal to) the dimension of the data space D ⊂ Rd. The measure-theoretic

parameter estimation methodology fully acknowledges this set-valued nature

and instead seeks to determine the set of vectors of Manning’s coefficients that

is of highest probability rather than a single value.

Flow resistance is modeled in ADCIRC with a quadratic or linear drag
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coefficient and Manning’s formula. The two dimensional, depth-integrated

version of ADCIRC utilizes a generalized slip formulation for the bottom stress

term:

τbx
ρ0

=
KslipQx

H
= KslipU,

τby
ρ0

=
KslipQy

H
= KslipV (2.2.1)

where

Kslip = Cd
√
U2 + V 2. (2.2.2)

In the “ADCIRC User Manual” [5, 6] the drag coefficient, Cd, used for the

bottom friction is defined

Cd(t, x, y) =
gn(x, y)2

(h(x, y) + ζ(t, x, y))1/3
=

gn(x, y)2

H(t, x, y)1/3
(2.2.3)

where n is the Manning’s n value. The generalized slip formulation can be

rearranged

τ 2
bx + τ 2

by

ρ2
0

= K2
slip(U

2 + V 2) (2.2.4)

|τ b|2

ρ2
0(U2 + V 2)

= K2
slip = C2

d(U2 + V 2) (2.2.5)

|τ b|
ρ0|U|2

= Cd. (2.2.6)

The same scalings used by Gioia and Bombardelli may be applied so that

|τ b| ∼ RgS [9]. Then we substitute in Manning’s formula in Equation (2.2.7)

|U| = 1

n
S1/2R2/3 (2.2.7)
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[9, 11,33] (for metric units) to obtain

Cd =
|τ b|
ρ0|U|2

∼ ρ0RgS

ρ0|U|2
=
RgS

|U|2
=

RgS

( 1
n
S1/2R2/3)2

=
RgS

1
n2SR4/3

=
n2gR

R4/3
=

n2g

R1/3
. (2.2.8)

In this case the hydraulic radius is equal to the total water column height,

R = H(t, x, y) so

Cd(t, x, y) ≈ n(x, y)2g

R(t, x, y)1/3
=

gn(x, y)2

H(t, x, y)1/3
. (2.2.9)

Resistance is modeled using a linear slip condition in shallow regions near

wet/dry boundaries where H approaches zero to prevent an erroneous Cd [6].

For a more thorough discussion of the Manning’s formula and its derivation

see Appendix A.

The Manning’s n coefficient is a highly variable spatial parameter often

defined on a sub-grid scale, e.g., using land classification data defined pixel-

by-pixel from high resolution imagery (e.g., see Figure 2.2). The Manning’s n

values themselves are often assigned from tables based on empirical estimates

of common land classifications found in the hydraulic literature [7](e.g., see

Table 2.1). For the purpose of numerical evaluation of the ADCIRC model,

the Manning’s n coefficient is specified at nodes for a given discretization of a

physical domain and a continuous, piecewise-linear representation of bottom

friction is then constructed. Data is often collected on a sub-grid scale so an

upscaling procedure (e.g., local spatial averaging) is used to define the values

at the nodes [15]. This procedure, described in Chapter 4, defines a specific
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(a) NOAA C-CAP land coverage (www.csc.noaa.gov/
crs/lca/gulfcoast.html) [53] (b) Land Cover Clas-

sification

Figure 2.2: High resolution land cover classification data.

Class Description Min Max

23 Water 0.015 0.030
4 Saline Marsh 0.020 0.065
3 Brackish Marsh 0.020 0.070
2 Intermediate Marsh 0.025 0.080
1 Fresh Marsh 0.030 0.085
5 Wetland Forrest 0.080 0.160

Table 2.1: Example ranges of values of LA-GAP Manning’s n coefficients [15].

mesoscale representation of the Manning’s n coefficient parameterized by the

land cover classification in the physical domain.
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Chapter 3

A Measure-Theoretic Framework for

Stochastic Inverse Problems

We formulate and solve the stochastic inverse problem using a measure-

theoretic framework. In Chapter 4, we apply this framework to quantify un-

certainty in Manning’s n coefficient. This measure-theoretic approach utilizes

all of the geometric information inherent in the QoI map, Q : Λ→ D, between

the parameter space and data space. Below we summarize the framework and

formulation of the stochastic inverse problem from A Measure-Theoretic Com-

putational Method for Inverse Sensitivity Problems III: Multiple Quantities of

Interest [17] and Solving Stochastic Inverse Problems using Sigma-Algebras on

Contour Maps [19] by Butler, et. al. We refer the interested reader to [16–20]

for an in-depth theoretical description of the formulation, framework, theorems

on existence and uniqueness, algorithmic implementation, and error analysis.

The computational algorithms in this section are available as a fully docu-

mented Python package at [22].
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3.1 Formulating the Stochastic Inverse Problem

Let M(Y, λ) denote a physics based model with solutions Y = Y (λ)

where λ ∈ Λ ⊂ Rn denote the parameter domain for the model. For example,

M(Y, λ) could be ADCIRC, Y could be the water column height, and λ could

be the Manning’s n coefficients associated with a set of land classification types

[32]. Let Q : Λ→ D denote the vector-valued QoI map where D ⊂ Rd denotes

the data domain. We assume the dimension of the data space d is less than

or equal to the dimension of the parameter space n, d ≤ n. This represents

this situation where we have fewer observations than parameters so that we

have an under-constrained rather than an over-constrained inverse problem.

The components of the vector valued QoI map are defined by functionals of

the solutions to the model so that Q(λ) = (q1(λ), . . . , qd(λ)) where qi(λ) :=

qi(Y (λ)). For example, the maximum water elevations at some set of points

in the physical domain. We also assume that Λ is imbued with a metric that

is specified as a part of the model. This yields the measure space (Λ,BΛ, µΛ)

where BΛ is a Borel σ-algebra on Λ and µΛ is the volume measure induced by

the metric on Λ.

We say that the components of Q are geometrically distinct if Q is

locally differentiable a.e. and the Jacobian of Q has full-rank a.e. in Λ. As-

suming Q is geometrically distinct µΛ induces a push forward measure µD on

D, yielding the measure space (D,BD, µD) where BD is the Borel σ-algebra

on D and for all measurable A ∈ BD, µD(A) = µΛ(Q−1(A)). We consider the

evaluation of the map Q as the forward problem. The evaluation of µD(A) for
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A ∈ BD is the forward sensitivity analysis problem. For the forward stochastic

problem, we assume a probability measure PΛ is given on Λ that is absolutely

continuous with respect to µΛ. This yields the probability space (Λ,BΛ, PΛ)

and the associated probability density function ρΛ (i.e. the Radon-Nikodym

derivative of PΛ with respect to µΛ). The forward stochastic problem involves

the measurement of arbitrary events E ∈ BD,

PD(E) =

∫
E

ρDdµD =

∫
Q−1(E)

ρΛdµΛ = PΛ(Q−1(E)), (3.1.1)

i.e. the computation of PD(E) given (Λ,BΛ, PΛ) and Q : Λ → D. The

stochastic inverse problem is the direct inverse: given (D,BD, PD) and Q :

Λ → D, determine the probability of arbitrary events A ∈ BΛ. The solution

of the stochastic inverse problem relies on the mapping between various sets

in BD and BΛ.

Ideally, we desire the mapping Q : Λ→ D to be a bijection so that the

deterministic inverse problem is well-posed in the sense that Q−1(Q(λ)) = {λ}.

Unfortunately, most inverse problems of interest are ill-posed in the sense

that Q−1(Q(λ)) is a set of values in Λ. Indeed, the most interesting case

mathematically and most common in practice has d < n implying Q cannot

be 1 − 1. In this case the inverse map Q−1 is inherently set-valued in Λ see

Figure 3.1.

We call the set-valued inverse of the map Q for any fixed point q ∈ D a

generalized contour. Assuming Q is piecewise-smooth, Implicit Function The-

orem guarantees the existence of these generalized contours as locally smooth
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Figure 3.1: The response surface for a map Q : Λ → D between a 2-
dimensional parameter space and a 1-dimensional data space. The inverse
image of Q(λ) the contour Q−1(Q(λ)). This illustrates an inherently set-
valued inverse map Q−1. This graphic has been reproduced with permission
from Drs. Butler and Estep.

(n− d)-dimensional manifolds. The map Q−1 defines an equivalence class re-

lation on Λ. We denote the space of equivalence classes imposed by Q−1 as

(L,BL, µL) where BL is the σ-algebra generated by the inverse images of the

generating sets of BD and the measure µL is induced by µD. Each point in

L can be identified with a generalized contour, so the map Q defines a bijec-

tion between L and D. Consequently, this is a bijection between points in

D (assuming that D is the proper range of the map Q over domain Λ) and

generalized contours in Λ. We can identify each member of L with a (possibly

piecewise defined) d-dimensional manifold in Λ that indexes the generalized

contours which we call a transverse parameterization see Figure 3.2. Note that

the union of all generalized contours contains every point in Λ, but we can-

not distinguish between two individual points in the same equivalence class
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Figure 3.2: The response surface for a map Q : Λ → D between a 2-
dimensional parameter space and a 1-dimensional data space. We can use
a transverse parameterization to identify each member l ∈ L of the set of
equivalence classes L with a particular contour Cl. This graphic has been
reproduced with permission from Drs. Butler and Estep.

(generalized contour). At this point we have exploited all of the geometric

information in Q−1. We can not distinguish between or measure sets con-

tained within an individual generalized contour hence we can only measure

probabilities of contour events rather than arbitrary events in BΛ. In order

to compute a probability measure on (Λ,BΛ), we require measures along the

generalized contours. Below we summarize the proof from that the desired

σ-algebras exist and that the stochastic inverse problem is well-posed under

the adoption of an ansatz.
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3.2 Solving the Inverse Problem using Sigma-Algebras
on Contour Maps (SACOM)

Any σ-algebra on the parameter space can be rewritten as a product of

σ-algebras along each generalized contour and across each generalized contour.

If the map Q is linear, the (n − d)-dimensional generalized contours and d-

dimensional transverse parameterization are hyperplanes, and the Borel σ-

algebra on the product space Λ is simply BΛ = BL ⊗BCl
where Cl := π−1(l),

for arbitrary l ∈ L and πl(λ) is the projection map from Λ to L, see Figure 3.2.

The contour σ-algebra CΛ ⊂ BΛ can be identified by BL and CΛ = BL ⊗ TCl

where TCl
is the trivial σ-algebra on Cl. In this linear case, the solution to the

stochastic inverse problem reduces to a form similar to the standard Fubini

Theorem over sets in Λ using a simple change of coordinates with respect to the

hyperplanes defining the generalized contours and transverse parameterization.

The transverse product σ-algebras CΛ = ⊗BL
{TCl
} and BΛ = ⊗BL

{BCl
} are

used in the more general case of nonlinear Q and solutions to the stochastic

inverse problem are defined in terms of iterated integrals. The disintegration

theorems and the incorporation of an ansatz give us the means to determine the

conditional probability measures along generalized contours and the marginal

probability across generalized contours, which defines the unique solution to

the stochastic inverse problem [18,19,32]
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3.2.1 Existence and Uniqueness

We complete the summary of the proof for existence and uniqueness for

the stochastic inverse problem on (Λ,CΛ) and (Λ,BΛ) by applying two forms

of the Disintegration Theorem.

Theorem 3.2.1. (Disintegration of Contour Map Probabilities). Assume that

PΛ is a probability measure on (Λ,CΛ). There exists a family of conditional

probability measures {Pl} on {(Cl,TΛ)} giving the disintegration:

PΛ(A) =

∫
πL(A)

(∫
π−1
L

(l)∩A
dPl(λ)

)
dPL(l), ∀A ∈ CΛ. (3.2.1)

This family of conditional probability measures are {Pl} such that

Pl(A) =

{
1 if π−1(l) ⊂ A ∈ CΛ

0 otherwise
(3.2.2)

. The marginal probability, PL, across generalized contours is completely

determined by the the quantity of interest map Q and PD as depicted in

Figure 3.3. This is the unique solution on (Λ,CΛ). However, we desire a

unique solution on (Λ,BΛ). We can apply a second form of the Disintegration

Theorem to show the existence of a unique solution of (Λ,BΛ).

Theorem 3.2.2. (Disintegration Theorem). Assume that PΛ is a probability

measure on (Λ,BΛ). There exists a family of conditional probability measures

{Pl} on {(Cl,BΛ)} giving the disintegration:

PΛ(A) =

∫
πL(A)

(∫
π−1
L

(l)∩A
dPl(λ)

)
dPL(l), ∀A ∈ BΛ. (3.2.3)
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Figure 3.3: The response surface for a map Q : Λ → D between a 2-
dimensional parameter space and a 1-dimensional data space. The distri-
bution on output values ρD and the corresponding marginal probability across
the generalized contours. This graphic has been reproduced with permission
from Drs. Butler and Estep.

To show uniqueness we must extend the Pl from Theorem 3.2.1. How-

ever, we do not have enough information to determine conditional probability

measures on {(Cl,BCl
)} from the map Q : Λ → D. We must assume a

family of probability measures are given or adopt an ansatz. We adopt the

“non-preferential” Standard Choice for Ansatz illustrated in Figure 3.4 where

we set the family of probability measures along the generalized contours to

be uniform with respect to the volume(length) of the generalized contours,

Pl(A) = µCl
(A)/µCl

(Cl), ∀ l ∈ L, A ∈ Λ which is based on the Disinte-

gration of Volume Measure. See [19] for the Disintegration of Volume Measure

Theorem. Note that the Standard Choice of Ansatz is valid for µΛ(Λ) < ∞

which is easily satisfied if Λ is compact (or pre-compact). In the many en-

gineering and scientific applications Λ is bounded and finite dimensional and

thus pre-compact.
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the Standard Choice for Ansatz where L is the
space of equivalence classes, l ∈ L is an index of L, and π−1

L (l) is a particular
generalized contour in Λ. This graphic has been reproduced with permission
from Drs. Butler and Estep.

3.2.2 Approximation

We describe the basic algorithm for the approximation of PΛ and briefly

outline issues in the practical computation of PΛ. It was shown through re-

peated application of the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem that

Theorem 3.2.3. Given probability measure PD, absolutely continuous with

respect to µD, on (D,BD) with density ρD and event A ∈ BΛ, there exists a

sequence of approximations PΛ,N(A) using simple function approximations to

probability densities ρΛ,N and ρD,M requiring only calculations of volumes in Λ

that converges to PΛ(A) as N,M →∞.

Within the for-loop of Algorithm 1 we set the probability PΛ,N(Vj) of a

particular Voronoi cell Vj ⊂ Λ to be the probability of Ii : Qj ∈ Ii ⊂ D which
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Algorithm 1: A Sampled Based Approximation of the Inverse Den-
sity [19,54]

Choose samples
{
λ(j)
}N
j=1

defining the partition {Vj}Nj=1 ⊂ Λ of Λ.

Assign values Qj = Q(λ(j)) for the points λ(j), j = 1, . . . , N .

Choose a discretization partition of D, {Ii}Mi=1.
Form the simple function approximation
ρD,M(q) =

∑M
i=1 PD,i1Ii(q), q ∈ D

where

1Ii(q) =

{
1 if q ∈ Ii
0 otherwise

(3.2.4)

and PD,i ≈ PD(Ii) =
∫
Ii
ρDdµD, i = 1, . . . ,M .

Let Ci = {j : Qj ∈ Ii} , i = 1, . . . ,M .
Let Oj = {i : Qj ∈ Ii} , j = 1, . . . , N .
Let Vj ≈ µΛ(Vj), j = 1, . . . , N .
for j = 1, . . . , N do

Set PΛ,N(Vj) = (Vj/
∑

k∈COj
Vk)PD,Oj

end

is PD,Oj
normalized (Vj/

∑
k∈COj

Vk) which is the volume of the particular

Voronoi cell Vj divided by the volume of all the Voronoi cells
{
Vk : k ∈ COj

}
that map to the same set in the data space Ii ⊂ D.

We use Algorithm 1 to form the simple function approximation

ρΛ,N(λ) =
N∑
j=1

PΛ,N(Vj)

µΛ(Vj)
1Λ(λ) (3.2.5)

[19, 54]. There are various strategies we can use to choose the samples{
λ(j)
}N
j=1

based on the desired goal. We will address these strategies in

Chapter 5. The samples
{
λ(j)
}N
j=1

implicitly define a Voronoi tessellation

{Vj}Nj=1 ⊂ Λ such that Vj :=
{
λ ∈ Λ : dv(λ

(i), λ) ≤ dv(λ
(j), λ),∀j = 1, . . . , N

}
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where dv(·, ·) is a specified metric on Λ [19, 54]. We can then approximate

PΛ(A) for any arbitrary event A ∈ BΛ in the usual way with inner and outer

sums of PΛ,N or by direct integration of ρΛ,N [16,18–20]. If we are interested in

events, A ∈ BΛ, that are larger than the Voronoi cells, {Vj}, we can estimate

PΛ(A) using the counting measure P̃Λ,N defined by

P̃Λ,N(A) :=
N∑
j=1

PΛ,N(Vj)1λ(j)(A). (3.2.6)

Note that P̃Λ,N can be calculated as the summation of the probabilities of the

Voronoi cells associated with samples binned to a particular event [32].

3.2.3 Error

The fundamental sources of error in approximating any measure (e.g.

probability or volume measures) is the approximation of sets in various σ-

algebras (i.e. BΛ, BD, and CΛ). The numerical approximation issues are

approximating PD on partitions of D, PΛ on partitions of Λ, and ameliorating

discretization error in the evaluation of the QoI map from the numerical model.

The first type of error results from the approximation of volumes of sets in D

and Λ and is essentially sampling error. The second type of error is due to

numerical error in the evaluation of the QoI map and results in the possible

misidentification of volumes of contour events. We will discuss strategies to

reduce error of the first type in Chapter 5. For an in depth discussion and

a priori and a posteriori analysis of the errors of the first type we refer the

interested reader to [54] and for second type we refer the interested reader

to [19].
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In essence we are approximating the integral
∫
A
ρDdµD by a weighted

sum [54]. In the simplest case we assume the samples
{
λ(j)
}N
j=1

are indepen-

dently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) uniformly with respect to the volume

measure µΛ. If we choose to approximate the volumes µΛ(Vj) ≈ µΛ(Λ)/N then

the approximation corresponds to a standard Monte Carlo scheme or∫
A

ρDdµD ≈
N∑
i=1

ρΛ(λ(j))µΛ(Vj ∩ A) ≈ (1/N)
N∑
i=1

ρΛ(λ(j))1λ(j)(A) (3.2.7)

[54]. Under this interpretation all Voronoi cells are assumed to have the same

volume or from a statistical point of view the expected volume of any particular

Voronoi cell is the same [54]. This approximation should only be used for a

sufficiently large set of uniform i.i.d. samples. Often we are restricted to a

small N due to the cost of solving the map Q. Furthermore, we may choose{
λ(j)
}N
j=1

samples in a non-uniform manner due to non-linearities in Q or to

approximate a particular set A, see Chapter 5. In the majority of cases the

Voronoi cells are not explicitly constructed. Instead we use nearest neighbor or

(approximate nearest neighbor) searches to appropriately bin samples to events

and approximate volumes though volume emulation in Algorithm 2 to reduce

the error from the use of a limited set of fixed samples. Note Algorithm 2 can

also be used to approximate µΛ(Vj ∩ A).

3.2.4 Characterizing the Condition of the Inverse Problem

This section is summarized from previously published material in Def-

inition and solution of a stochastic inverse problem for the Manning’s n pa-

rameter field in hydrodynamic models by Butler et. al. [32]. The accuracy of
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Algorithm 2: Volume emulation of Voronoi samples [19,54]

Choose samples
{
λ(j)
}N
j=1

defining the partition {Vj}Nj=1 ⊂ Λ of Λ.

For M � N , let
{
λ

(i)
e

}M
ji=1
⊂ Λ denote a set of uniform i.i.d. (with

respect to µΛ) random samples.
Let Vj ≈ µΛ(Vj), j = 1, . . . , N .
for i = 1, . . . ,M do

for j = 1, . . . , N do

if λ
(i)
e ∈ Vj then
ι(i) = j

end

end

µ(Vj) ≈ Vj = µΛ(Λ)
M

] {i : ι(i) = j}.

the numerical solution to the stochastic inverse problem is dependent on the

accuracy of approximating sets in Λ and D. Recall, that the component maps

of Q are assumed geometrically distinct. That is the Jacobian of Q has full

rank at almost every point in Λ. Similarly, if A is a d× n matrix with d ≤ n,

then a solution Ax = b exists for all b ∈ Rd if and only if A has full rank. The

accuracy of the solution of Ax = b depends on the condition number of A, in

the same way the accuracy of the numerical solution of the stochastic inverse

problem depends on a “skewness” property of the Jacobian of Q.

For simplicity consider the case where Q is a d × n matrix. This rep-

resents a linear mapping Q : Λ ⊂ Rn → D ⊂ Rd. We can restrict Q to

QL : L→ D by fixing a transverse parameterization. This is analogous to re-

stricting Q to an invertible d×d matrix. The condition of the inverse problem

depends on the dependencies between the rows of QL. If each row of QL rep-
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of linear QoI maps Q of varying skewness where qi is
a d-dimensional vector and qspan represents the hyperplane associated with
span {{q1, . . . , qd} \ qi}. In (a) the generalized contours are not geometri-
cally distinct. In (b)-(d) the generalize contours are geometrically distinct
and progress from highly skewed (b) to perfectly unskewed (d).

resents a vector in Rd the dependencies between the rows of QL are reflected

by the angles the row vectors of QL make with respect to each other, these

correspond with the angles of intersection the generalized contours of the com-

ponent maps make with respect to each other. If the generalized contours of

component maps are parallel, then the rows of QL are linearly dependent and

the component maps of Q are not geometrically distinct. Figure 3.5 illustrates

linear QoI maps Q of varying skewness where qi is a d-dimensional vector and

qspan represents the hyperplane associated with span {{q1, . . . , qd} \ qi}.
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Definition 3.2.1. Given a vector qi and a map QL we can define,

skew(QL, qi) =
‖qi‖
‖q⊥i ‖

(3.2.8)

where qi is a column of QL, qi = q⊥i + q0
i , q

⊥
i ⊥q0

i , q
0
i ∈ span {{q1, . . . , qd} \ qi}.

Correspondingly, we define,

skew(QL) = max
i

(skew(QL, qi)) (3.2.9)

If we imagine the transformation of a hyper-rectangle A ⊂ L un-

der QL we will obtain a generalized parallelepiped in D whose volume is

det(QL)µL(A). In [32], it is shown that detQL =
∏
i

‖q⊥i ‖. If the map

QL is “perfectly conditioned” (i.e., skew(QL) = 1) then the resulting par-

allelepiped will still be a hyper-rectangle although it may be scaled or rotated,

scaling does not affect the numerical solution of the inverse problem. How-

ever, if the map QL is not perfectly conditioned, the resulting parallelepiped

will be skewed or sheared. These q⊥i , q0
i exist and can be ordered such that

skew(Q, q1) ≥ . . . ≥ skew(QL, qd−1) ≥ 1.

Recall that Algorithm 1 requires a discrete partitioning of both Λ and

D. If we assume skew(QL) = skew(QL, q1) � skew(QL, qd) and
d∏
i=2

‖q⊥i ‖ ≈

‖q1‖d−1. Let ε = skew(QL). If we discretize D with hypercubes then their size

must be (γε‖q1‖)d for some 0 < γ � 1 to avoid a poor set approximation of D.

We must also discretize L. To avoid errors in the computation of the inverse

images of cells in D the cells that discretize L must have a volume in D such

that σd det(QL) ≤ (γε‖q1‖)d where σd is the volume of the cell in L. This
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implies that the number of samples
{
λ(j)
}N

=1
required to solve the stochastic

inverse in Algorithm 1 is proportional to

γ−d(skew(QL))d−1. (3.2.10)

When Q is nonlinear the number of samples λ(j) required to solve the stochastic

inverse in Algorithm 1 is proportional to(
max
i

(skew(JQL
(λ(i))))

)d−1

(3.2.11)

where λ(i) ∈ Vi such that QL is locally linear in Vi around λ(i) [32].

Ultimately, the goal is to use the solution of the inverse problem for

prediction. Generally, a set of possible parameters with a smaller support will

result in a set of possible outcomes with a smaller support and more precision

in predictive modeling. However, if the QoI map used for the stochastic in-

verse problem has large skewness the solution to the stochastic inverse Q−1(E)

problem will have a large support even if the region E ∈ D has small support,

thus the volume of possible outcomes from the prediction problem may also

be large. This emphasizes that both for the stochastic inverse problem and

related prediction problems the careful selection of quantities of interest to

form the QoI map is important.
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Chapter 4

Numerical Results

4.1 Definition of the Stochastic Inverse Problem for
Manning’s n parameter using ADCIRC

We formulate the stochastic inverse problem to quantify uncertainty in

the Manning’s n coefficient using the ADCIRC model. Recall in Chapter 3

that the inverse problem is defined by a parameter domain and a vector-valued

QoI map. The parameter domain, Λ ⊂ R+n, is the bounded n-dimensional

hyper-rectangle (orthotope) defined by the product of n intervals of Manning’s

n values. We determine these intervals based on empirical data and expert en-

gineering knowledge so that the parameter domain contains physically plau-

sible Manning’s n coefficients for each land cover classification. We choose

the QoI map Q : Λ → D to be the map from the Manning’s n coefficients

to D := Q(Λ), some subspace of all the physically plausible observable data

(e.g., maximum water elevations at d gauge sites over a specific simulation

time-window) simulated by the ADCIRC model.

Since the ADCIRC model is deterministic andQ is a (piecewise-smooth)

vector-valued function, there exist at most d = n geometrically distinct QoI. If

we define the possible set of QoI as the maximum water elevations defined at

d gauge sites, then our experience dictates that we must select hydraulically
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isolated gauge sites to choose geometrically distinct QoI. The quality of the

approximation PΛ,N can generally be improved if the hydraulics at each gauge

site are unaffected by the hydraulic conditions at the other gauge sites (i.e.

the hydraulics at a gauge site are dominated by the local conditions at that

site) [55]. Determining d = n geometrically distinct QoI can be challenging as

demonstrated in Section 4.3. However, we believe that this is highly dependent

on the characteristics of the spatial domain and the model source terms. Even

if d = n geometrically distinct QoI are found the map Q may be significantly

skewed so that inverting this map may be computationally impractical [32].

Recall in Section 3.1 that when d < n the inverse, Q−1, is set-valued. This

implies that there exists an equivalence class of Manning’s n coefficients that

produce the same maximum water elevations at the d gauge sites simulated by

the ADCIRC model. This is an example of deterministic aleatoric uncertainty

that is fully represented and captured within the measure-theoretic framework

for the non-stochastic inverse problem. Epistemic uncertainty is accounted for

by solving the stochastic inverse problem with a given probability measure PD

defined by a probability density ρD on the observable data space D. In this

setting, the probability density ρD characterizes the uncertainty in a particular

observation of Q(λ) ∈ D which is often due to measurement error.

We developed the Python package PolyADCIRC [21] to efficiently con-

duct parameter sweeps of Λ of P(arallel)ADCIRC on HPC systems. The

Python package BET [22] provides non-model-specific tools for sampling (on

regular grids, with uniform random sampling, and adaptive sampling) and im-
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plementations of Algorithms 1 to 3 for post-processing the samples. Given the

desired samples in Λ using a sub-package in BET, a set of land classification

basis vectors, and the required input files for a particular ADCIRC simu-

lation, PolyADCIRC runs batches of PADCIRC simulations and saves that

output after each batch. The number of PADCIRC simulations per batch

is user determined as is the number of processors per ADCIRC simulation.

Individual ADCIRC simulations are assumed to require the same resources.

Thus load balancing the PADCIRC simulations is trivial. Approximations of

PΛ using Algorithm 1 along with visualizations of results can be computed

through post-processing via the BET package. The documentation for the

PolyADCIRC package is available at [21] and the BET package and associ-

ated documentation are available at [22].

4.2 Defining a Mesoscale Representation of the Man-
ning’s n Coefficient

We define a specific mesoscale representation of the Manning’s n field

that is parameterized by the land cover classification in the physical domain.

We consider the spatial distribution of land classifications to be certain. This

parameterization removes the consideration of spatial uncertainty in the bot-

tom friction field (as opposed to using a Karhunen–Loève expansion) thus

significantly reducing the problem size. We summarize the numerical frame-

work through which the parameter space, Λ, is explored. We briefly describe

the spatial averaging procedure used to map land classification data onto the
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unstructured finite element mesh used by ADCIRC. For more details on the

current implementation see Appendix B. We also direct the interested reader

to [21] where up-to-date code and documentation are available.

Given a computational mesh, pixelated land cover classification data,

and λ = {λi}ni=1 ∈ R+n, where λi is the Manning’s n coefficient associated

with the ith land classification and n is the number of land classifications, we

desire a mapping of Manning’s n to the M nodes of the computational mesh

that is cheap to evaluate. For a fixed λ, the spatial averaging process to map

Manning’s n values to the nodes is as follows. Define the grid scale at each

node in the computational mesh as the rectangle the encloses the maximum

and minimum x, y-coordinates of the centroids of the elements that contain

the node (see Figure 4.1) [26]. Set the nodal Manning’s n value to the average

Figure 4.1: The grid scale at the red node is shown as the red dashed box. The
centroids are shown in blue. The underlying pixels are outlined in gray and
the pixels within the grid scale are green. This is a modified figure from [26].

of the Manning’s n coefficients of the land cover classification pixels contained

within the grid scale. We can also choose to spatially average data within

1×, 2×, 4×, or 8× the grid scale. However, 2× is recommended to prevent
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over/under smoothing of the data [15,32]. Hence, the Manning’s n coefficient

at the jth node in the mesh is

nj =
1

Nj

m∑
i=1

aijλi, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,M} (4.2.1)

where λi is the Manning’s n coefficient for the ith land classification, aij is

the number of pixels within the grid scale at the jth node for the ith land

classification, and Nj =
m∑
i=1

aij is the total number of pixels within the grid

scale at the jth node.

This spatial averaging process is a linear map. Thus, we can construct

a set of land cover classification meshes {bi}mi=1 with {bi}j = aij such that we

can represent a given Manning’s n field for a particular finite element mesh as

the vector n where,

n = [b1 . . .bm] · λ (4.2.2)

n = {nj}Mj=1 . (4.2.3)

We call these bi basis vectors since the n in Equation (4.2.3) is a linear com-

bination of these vectors. Figure 4.2 shows the basis vectors for a physi-

cal domain modeling an inlet with three land classifications and a particular

mesoscale representation of the Manning’s n field with λ1 = 0.142, λ2 = 0.161,

and λ3 = 0.012.

The above process defines the mesoscale representation of Manning’s n

fields in terms of a linear mapping from Λ to n ∈ R+M ⊂ R+∞ where n is the

vector representation of the continuous, piecewise-linear mesoscale parameter
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Figure 4.2: This demonstrates how to construct a prototypical mesoscale rep-
resentation of Manning’s n values from basis vectors defining a linear mapping
from land classification types. Top Left: Basis Vector 1. Top Right: Basis
Vector 2. Bottom Left: Basis Vector 3. Bottom Right: Spatially averaged
Manning’s n field using synthetic data. Note that in the inlet area (right-hand
side) this is considered a shallow area and two land classification types are
heavily mixed. Compare this to the deeper (left-hand) side of the domain
where it is common practice to assign a single land classification type with
lower Manning’s n value in such areas.

field for a given set of empirical land classification data. We construct these

basis vectors in parallel using PolyADCIRC [21] which contains a Python

wrapped version of GridData [26]. The process of upscaling from the land

classifications to the type of mesoscale representation described above has been

well studied and is a generally accepted method for determining the Manning’s

n field [15]. A large source of uncertainty is in the specification of the associated

Manning’s n coefficients to each type of land classification. Thus, the uncertain
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parameters λ ∈ Λ are the Manning’s n coefficients associated with each land

cover classification.

4.3 Inlet Case Study

We model the SWEs on an idealized inlet with sloped bathymetry

shown in Figure 4.3 using ADCIRC. The left boundary is an open ocean bound-

ary with a M2 tidal amplitude of 1.2 [m2/s] entering the domain normal to the

boundary. The remainder of the boundary is a land boundary (u · n = 0 and

no slip). The flow is obstructed by an earthen jetty extending from y = 1500

[m] along the y-coordinate into the domain between x = 1420 [m] and 1580

[m].

We define the QoI from the maximum elevation1 recorded at specific

locations within Ω. The physical coordinates in Ω for these QoI are listed and

shown in Figure 4.3, and we henceforth refer to these locations as observation

stations. Note results from this section have been previously published in [32].

4.3.1 Two Dimensional Parameter Space

We consider the situation where the Manning’s coefficients λ1 and λ2

for the land cover classifications 1 and 2 in Figure 4.2 are uncertain with

known bounds (see Table 4.1). Let Λ = [0.07, 0.15]× [0.1, 0.2] ⊂ R2 denote the

parameter domain. For this example, the length of the earthen jetty is fixed

1Other possible QoIs of interest may be the time of inundation, maximum velocity, time
of maximum inundation, etc.
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Parameter Range of Manning’s n values Land Classification

λ0 0.012 Water
λ1 [0.07, 0.15] Wetland
λ2 [0.1, 0.2] Forest

Table 4.1: Manning’s n Ranges for the Idealized Inlet.

and extends from y = 1500[m] to y = −1050[m].

Usually the mesoscale representation of Manning’s n is defined on the

finite element mesh (see [7,15]). However, significant numerical errors can arise

when the finite element mesh scale matches the mesoscale of the Manning’s

coefficient field since we are modeling the flow at a scale where both the as-

sumptions of the SWEs apply and the finite element mesh adequately resolves

variability in the Manning’s coefficient field. We reduce these errors by using

the refined finite element mesh shown in Figure 4.3 and maintain the fixed

mesoscale representation of Manning’s coefficient by interpolating the values

(as shown in Figure 4.2) onto the refined finite element mesh.

The resulting QoI maps are noticeably smoother due to the reduction in

numerical model error from both the inadequate representation of the earthen

jetty and resolution of the variation of the mesoscale Manning’s coefficient field.

For example, compare the two plots in Figure 4.4 where the use of a refined

finite element mesh removes spurious numerical results, shifts the QoI values by

approximately 0.5 [m] over the entire domain, and significantly alters the slopes

of the contours. In the case where a posteriori error estimates are available,

these may be used to improve the QoI map and geometry of the generalized
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contours as demonstrated with adjoints in [18, 20, 56]. Unfortunately, these

error estimates are not available for ADCIRC. Instead we have refined the finite

element mesh until the QoI values have appeared to converge with respect to

the mesoscale mesh size. Ideally, this should be done so that the scale of the

mesoscale mesh is larger than that of the finite element mesh. We form a

surrogate (piecewise-linear interpolant) with the resulting smooth QoI map

on a regular 21 × 21 grid of forward model solves of Λ defining a 20 × 20

rectangular partition {Rk}202

k=1 of Λ on which we desire to estimate PΛ. We

sample from the surrogate on a regular 121× 121 grid and use Algorithm 1 to

estimate PΛ using the resulting counting measure.

Ideally we desire d = 2 geometrically distinct QoI to invert the map

from D to Λ. Given 12 observation stations recording maximum water ele-

vations, we determine which of these QoI result in a well-conditioned inverse

problem (i.e. skew(Q) ≈ 1, see Section 3.2.4). In this chapter qi, q1 correspond

to the station numbering and not the qi, q1 in the skewness derivation. For the

sake of simplicity and presenting representative results, we fix the maximum

elevation at station 1, q1 as the first component of Q. Maximum elevation

data from stations 2 - 12 produce the domains D = {q1, qn} ∀ n = 2, . . . , 12

(see representative plots in Figure 4.5). Plots of these data domains are useful

diagnostic tools for determining which additional QoI impose a family of gen-

eralized contours that are most orthogonal to those imposed by q1. Each

contour from one component map intersects a “set of contours” from the

other component map. The orthogonality of these families of contours cor-
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responds directly to the relative size of the domain D. With this in mind, we

see that the map Q(λ) = (q1(λ), q6(λ)) produces the “best” D and the map

Q(λ) = (q1(λ), q2(λ)) produces the “worst” D in Figure 4.5. We note that sta-

tion 6 is located upstream of a location dominated by land cover classification

2 whereas station 1 is located in an area dominated by land cover classification

1. As we move from station 2 to station 6, we move further from station 1

in the spatial domain and the data domain D “thickens” indicating that the

skewness of Q = (q1, qn) is decreasing, thus we have a better conditioned in-

verse problem. The ranges of QoI produced from the omitted stations 7 – 12

are comparable to expected measurement errors and are thus not very useful.

We define and show three stochastic inverse problems to quantify un-

certainty in Manning’s n values using three different QoI maps. We define

ρD as a uniform distribution on a rectangle2 centered at Qref . We define

Qref = Q(λref ) for a reference parameter. Since ρD is uniform on a hyper-

rectangle we can exactly represent ρD with a simple function ρD,M by choosing

a partition {Ii} such that there exists a subset of {Ii} equal to Rref where ρD

is uniform on Rref as illustrated in Figure 4.6. We then follow the steps of

Algorithms 1 and 2 in Section 3.2 using the 1212 samples of Λ to estimate Pλ.

Figure 4.7 shows the resulting estimates of ρΛ,N . We correctly identify

a region of high probability in Λ containing λref for each of the three stochastic

inverse problems. The results from the map Q(λ) = (q1(λ), q6(λ)) identify a

2We choose the lengths of the sides to be 15% the length of q1 and qn.
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region of high probability in parameter space containing the reference param-

eter of comparatively small volume. This is due to the near orthogonality of

the families of generalized contour generated by the QoI component maps as

shown by the size of the domain D in Figure 4.5. Thus we can choose QoI

maps based on the underlying geometric structure of the generalized contours

to obtain probability measures with smaller support (than other QoI maps). If

the goal is to solve a stochastic inverse problem for parameter estimation then

identifying small regions of highly probable parameter configurations provides

valuable information towards that aim.

Ultimately, one further goal may be to use the results of parameter

estimation for prediction. Let Qa = (q1, q2) and Qb = (q1, q6) be two different

QoI maps. Figures 4.5 and 4.7 demonstrate that skew(Qa) > skew(Qb) and

µΛ(Q−1
a (Ea)) > µΛ(Q−1

b (Eb)) where Ea = supp(ρDa), Eb = supp(ρDb
) are de-

fined by the reference values Qa(λref ) ∈ Da, Qb(λref ) ∈ Db respectively. Note

that Ea ∩Eb 6= ∅, Qa(λref ) ∩Qb(λref ) 6= ∅ and Q−1
a (Ea) > Q−1

b (Eb) 6= ∅. Now

consider a prediction map F : Λ → P to be a mapping from the parameter

space to some prediction space composed of functionals on the model solu-

tion Y (λ). We expect µP(F (Q−1
a (Ea))) > µP(F (Q−1

b (Eb))). In other words

when making a prediction using the solution of an inverse problem the im-

age in the prediction space P of the solution to the inverse problem with

smaller skewness, Qb, will be smaller than if we had used a map Qa with

more skewness. We demonstrate this by predicting the time of inundation

at (x1, y1) = (1593.75,−1087.5) and (x2, y2) = (1593.75,−1012.5) for regions
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Location Interval, Interval size
(x, y) (q1, q2) (q1, q6) Inundation t

(x1, y1) [16:36:50, 19:08:56], 9126s [18:01:36, 19:08:56], 4040s 18:36:58
(x2, y2) [26:35:38, 27:18:52], 2596s [27:14:24, 27:19:14], 290s 27:17:08

Table 4.2: The prediction of the time of inundation for the idealized inlet [32].

in Λ containing 95% of the total probability using the solution of the inverse

problem for the maps Q = (q1, q2) and (q1, q6). The intervals of possible time

of inundation are shown in Section 4.3.1. The intervals of possible time of

inundation at (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) for the worse conditioned map Q = (q1, q2)

is respectively about 2.3 and 9 times the size of the intervals for the map

Q = (q1, q6) which is better conditioned. Thus choosing a well-conditioned

map to solve the stochastic inverse problem can have dramatic effects on the

forward prediction problem.

4.3.2 Three Dimensional Parameter Space

The focus of this section is on the problem of determining d = n ge-

ometrically distinct QoI and the effect that the choice of QoI has on the ap-

proximation of PΛ. We form a surrogate (linear interpolant) of the model and

explore this issue numerically. We consider the scenario where both the length

of the earthen jetty and the Manning’s n coefficients for the land cover clas-

sifications 1 and 2 in Figure 4.2 are uncertain with known bounds. Hence,

the parameters for this problem are the Manning’s n coefficients for land

cover classifications 1, 2, and the lowermost y-coordinate of the wall. Let

Λ = [−900, 1500]× [0.07, 0.15]× [0.1, 0.2] ⊂ R3 denote the parameter domain
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with jetty length as the first component. Thus we seek d = 3 geometrically

distinct QoI to invert the map from D to Λ. We again approach this problem

from the perspective of parameter estimation. We consider three different QoI

maps and three choices of ρD defined by different λref as in Section 4.3.1. We

use a piecewise-linear interpolant formed on a regular rectangular partition of

Λ generated by 213 model evaluations as a surrogate to sample Q on a regular

grid of 513 samples. We use these samples in Algorithm 1 to estimate PΛ using

a counting measure.

Figures 4.9 to 4.11 show the resulting approximation of PΛ,N(Rk) com-

puted on 203 regular rectangular boxes {Rk} partitioning Λ for various choices

of the QoI where the density ρD is defined by a uniform density on a hyper-

rectangle centered at λref . In Figure 4.9, we can identify a relatively small

area defined by the 1-dimensional generalized contours containing λref with

high probability using the approximation PΛ(Rk) computed using the map

Q(λ) = (q1(λ), q5(λ)).

If we define Q(λ) = (q1(λ), q5(λ), q2(λ)) we observe that the plots of the

approximation PΛ(Rk) in Figure 4.10 are essentially the same as those shown

in Figure 4.9. The structure of PΛ(Rk) is nearly identical because q1 and q2

produce nearly parallel generalized contours as shown in Figure 4.10 (i.e. q1

and q2 have large skewness). In essence, the observations at station 2 provide

nearly the same geometric information as the observations at station 1. This

implies that D is not a “true” 3-dimensional subdomain of q1(Λ)×q5(Λ)×q2(Λ).

Instead D resembles a 2-dimensional manifold with some incidental thickness.
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Similar results are obtained for the QoI map Q(λ) = (q1(λ), q5(λ), q12(λ)) and

are shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 . We encountered this problem for all of

the combinations of the QoI we simulated. This suggests that we should only

use two QoI which result in 1-dimensional generalized contours in Λ [32].

The local skewness of the Jacobian of the map Q about Q(λref ) also

plays a significant role in the quality of the approximate probability measure

PΛ(Rk). The Jacobian of the mapQ = (q1, q5, q2) aboutQ(−600.0, 0.073, 0.119)

is locally relatively well-conditioned with results nearly identical to Figure 4.10,

however this is not true for all λ ∈ Λ. We solve the stochastic inverse problem

using the map Q(λ) = (q1(λ), q5(λ), q12(λ)) for two values of λref . We first

choose λref = (−750.0, 0.118, 0.135) as shown in Figure 4.11. We are able to

correctly identify a small interval containing the reference jetty length, (λ1),

and a high probability region in the λ2, λ3-plane containing (λ2, λ3) values.

The reference solutions in the previous data domain Q = (q1, q5, q2)

were contained in a region of the data domain that resembles a 2-dimensional

manifold with incidental thickness. Now, consider the case where λref =

(1200.0, 0.146, 0.128), Q(λref ) is contained in the lowermost portion of Q(Λ) =

{q1(Λ), q5(Λ), q12(Λ)} as shown in Figure 4.12. In this region of D the 2-

dimensional manifold has collapsed to resemble a 1-dimensional curve. This

corresponds to large skewness. Near λref = (1200.0, 0.146, 0.128) the QoI map

appears to give only lower-dimensional information in this region of Λ. The

aleatoric uncertainty increases as the apparent dimension of generalized con-

tours increases. We observe in Figure 4.12 that the resulting estimates of
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PΛ(Rk) assign non-zero probability to a large region of parameter space con-

taining λref (as opposed to a high probability region with small µΛ-measure).

There is simply not enough useful geometric information to correctly identify

an event of high probability in the λ2, λ3-plane with small area. In conclusion,

the problem of finding d = n geometrically distinct QoI that form a locally

well-conditioned map Q can be difficult.
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i x [m] y [m]

1 1900 1200
2 1900 600
3 1900 300
4 1900 0
5 1900 -300
6 1900 -600
7 1900 -1200
8 1200 0
9 1300 1200
10 1300 0
11 1300 -1200
12 1500 -1400

Figure 4.3: The physical domain for the idealized inlet. Top Left: Bathymetry
of the physical domain Ω in Eq. (2.1.1) and Eq. (2.1.2) with observation sta-
tions marked by circles. Bottom Left: Discretization of the domain. Right:
The xy-coordinates of observation stations in Ω for observing QoI. Observa-
tions of a QoI from the ith observation station are designated qi(λ).We can then
choose to examine a particular QoI map, e.g., Q(λ) = (q1(λ), q5(λ), q12(λ)) or
Q(λ) = (q1(λ), q7(λ)). Recall that Q(λ) ∈ Rd and d ≤ n, so there are at most
n geometrically distinct observation stations.
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Figure 4.4: Left: The QoI map Q(λ) = (q1(λ)) of the maximum elevation
measured at station 1 computed on a finite element mesh that matches the
mesoscale representation of Manning’s n. Right: The QoI map on the refined
finite element mesh shown in Figure 4.3. Note the difference colorbar scales,
smoothness of the responses, and changes in the gradient due to the use of the
refined finite element mesh.

Figure 4.5: The estimated data domain D : = Q(Λ) = {q1(Λ), qn(Λ)} for
n = 2 (left), n = 5 (center), n = 6 (right) computed with a regular 1212 grid
of samples. The reference Qref for (λ1, λ2) = (0.107, 0.106) is marked in red.
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Figure 4.6: An illustration of a partitioning {Ii}9
i=1 ⊂ D of D := Q(Λ) where

there exists an Ii = Rref show in red. Qref is illustrated by a red dot. If we
use this partition to create a simple function approximation of ρD where ρD is
uniform on Rref we can exactly represent ρD by ρD,9 with the partitioning of
D illustrated here.

Figure 4.7: Top Row: The approximation of ρΛ on for Q(λ) = (q1(λ), q2(λ)),
(q1(λ), q5(λ)), and (q1(λ), q6(λ)) for the first, second, and third columns re-
spectively where λref = (λ1, λ2) = (0.107, 0.106) is marked by a black
dot. Bottom Row: The observation stations in the physical domain for
Q(λ) = (q1(λ), q2(λ)), (q1(λ), q5(λ)), and (q1(λ), q6(λ)) for the first, second,
and third columns respectively.
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Figure 4.8: The set Q(Λ) = (q1(Λ), q5(Λ), q12(Λ)) for Λ =
[−900, 1500] × [0.07, 0.15] × [0.1, 0.2]. The points Q(−750.0, 0.118, 0.135)
and Q(1200.0, 0.146, 0.128) are denoted by a red circle and green triangle,
respectively.
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Figure 4.9: Marginal plots of the approximation of PΛ,N(Rk) for the map
Q(λ) = (q1(λ), q5(λ)) computed by inverting a uniform probability measure
centered on Qref on 203 cubes partitioning Λ. The marginals for the λ1, λ2-
(left), λ1, λ3- (middle), and λ2, λ3- planes (right), respectively. The reference,
Qref and λref = (−600.0, 0.073, 0.119) is denoted by red circles respectively.
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Figure 4.10: Marginal plots of the approximation of PΛ(Rk) for the map
Q(λ) = (q1(λ), q5(λ), q2(λ)) computed by inverting a uniform probability mea-
sure centered on Qref on 203 cubes partitioning Λ. The marginals for the
λ1, λ2- (left), λ1, λ3- (middle), and λ2, λ3- planes (right), respectively. The
reference Qref and λref = (−600.0, 0.073, 0.119) is denoted by red circles.
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Figure 4.11: Marginal plots of the approximation of PΛ(Rk) for Q(λ) =
(q1(λ), q5(λ), q12(λ)) computed by inverting a uniform probability measure cen-
tered on Qref on 203 cubes partitioning Λ. The marginals for the λ1, λ2- (left),
λ1, λ3- (middle), and λ2λ3- (right) planes, respectively. The reference Qref and
λref = (−750.0, 0.118, 0.135) is denoted by red circles.
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Figure 4.12: Marginal plots of the approximation of PΛ(Rk) for Q(λ) =
(q1(λ), q5(λ), q12(λ)) computed by inverting a uniform probability measure cen-
tered on Qref on 203 cubes partitioning Λ. The marginals for the λ1, λ2- (left),
λ1, λ3- (middle), and λ2, λ3- (right) planes, respectively. The reference, Qref

and λref = (1200.0, 0.146, 0.128) is denoted by red circles.
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4.4 Hurricane Gustav Case Study

In this section we show results from a case study for Hurricane Gustav.

We have applied computational measure-theoretic algorithms for quantifying

uncertainty in mesoscale representations of Manning’s n fields for an ideal-

ized inlet domain with a simple forcing scheme for two and three dimensional

parameter domains. We have demonstrated the difficulty (and importance)

of choosing geometrically distinct QoI maps that are also well-conditioned

for the approximation of the probability measure PΛ [32]. More complicated

physical domains and forcing conditions increase the abundance of hydrauli-

cally isolated areas and make it easier to find geometrically distinct QoI. In

this section we examine parameter estimation of Manning’s coefficients using

data of storm surge for Hurricane Gustav. We focus on a coastal region in

Southern Louisiana and Mississippi affected by Hurricane Gustav. Hurricane

simulations on meshes fine enough to resolve inundation are computation-

ally expensive. We employ a recently available subdomain implementation of

ADCIRC [23–25] to reduce simulation time and allow us to focus on specific

regions of interest rather than the much larger domain normally required for

hurricane simulations. Subdomains can feature as few as four distinct land

classifications whereas the full domain may feature as many as twenty-three

land classifications [15, 31].

The full domain ADCIRC model for Hurricane Gustav is based on the

model in Hurricane Gustav (2008) Waves and Storm Surge: Hindcast, Synop-

tic Analysis, and Validation in Southern Louisiana [31] using the mesh shown
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in Figure 4.13 developed over a number of years by various researchers. We

use the same wind field and riverine inflows developed in [31]. We also increase

water levels for Gustav by 0.22 [m] to adjust for steric expansion and vertical

datum. After a 20 day tidal and riverine spin up we begin wind forcing at

15-minute intervals starting at 0000 UTC 26 August 2008 (approximately 6.5

days before landfall) and ending at 0000 UTC 4 September 2008 (approxi-

mately 2.5 days after landfall). However, this model differs from the hindcast

in that we do not model waves with Simulating WAves Nearshore (SWAN).

SWAN is a spectral wave model developed at Delft University of Technology

that can be tightly coupled to ADCIRC in the SWAN+ADCIRC model [57].

The full domain model contains 2,720,591 elements and runs to completion on

288 processors on Stampede [58] in approximately 11.5 hours. We use land

cover classification data from the Coastal Change Analysis Program Regional

Land Cover Atlas (C-CAP) [53] to create a set of land cover classification basis

vector meshes. We fill in regions not covered by the C-CAP data with existing

Manning’s n nodal data from the cpra_2017_v07a mesh. We use a 2× grid

scale so that the effective mesoscale of the Manning’s coefficient field is larger

than the finite element mesh scale to prevent the computational issues shown

in Section 4.3.1. The Manning’s n coefficients used for the full domain model

are summarized in Table 4.3, the values on the continental shelf in the Gulf of

Mexico are set to n = 0.022 for sand/gravel bottoms and n = 0.012 for muddy

bottoms.

We reduce the cost of forward model evaluations by using Subdomain
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C-CAP Class Description Manning’s n
2 High-intensity developed 0.120
3 Medium-intensity developed 0.120
4 Low-intensity developed 0.120
5 Developed open space 0.035
6 Cultivated land 0.100
7 Pasture/hay 0.050
8 Grassland 0.035
9 Deciduous forest 0.160
10 Evergreen forest 0.180
11 Mixed forest 0.170
12 Scrub/shrub 0.080
13 Palustrine forested wetland 0.150
14 Palustrine scrub/shrub wetland 0.075
15 Palustrine emergent wetland 0.060
16 Estuarine forested wetland 0.150
17 Estuarine scrub/shrub wetland 0.070
18 Estuarine emergent wetland 0.050
19 Unconsolidated shore 0.030
20 Bare land 0.030
21 Open water 0.025
22 Palustrine aquatic bed 0.035
23 Estuarine aquatic bed 0.030

Table 4.3: Manning’s n values for C-CAP classification. Reproduced from [31].
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Figure 4.13: Bathymetry/topography (m) of the full domain mesh in south-
eastern Louisiana.

Figure 4.14: Manning’s n values of the full domain mesh in southeastern
Louisiana.
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ADCIRC [23–25]. Results are shown for a subdomain extracted from the

cpra_2017_v07a mesh in the Southern Louisiana and Mississippi area. The

subdomain was chosen for the proximity to existing buoy data sites and geo-

graphic interest (e.g. inundation and complex local land classification distribu-

tions). The subdomain is focused on Bay St. Louis in Mississippi and contains

15,001 elements and is shown in Figure 4.15. Subdomain ADCIRC reduces

the cost of forward model evaluations by forcing the boundary of the subdo-

main with the conditions from the full domain (velocity, sea surface height,

wet/dry condition) [23–25]. Below is a brief overview of subdomain modeling

in ADCIRC:

1. Create full domain ADCIRC model.

2. Create subdomain ADCIRC model:

(a) Extract input files from full domain ADCIRC model.

(b) Create subdomain specific files.

(c) Link meteorological forcing files in the subdomain directory.

3. Generate full domain control file to control output of subdomain bound-

ary forcing data.

4. Run ADCIRC on the full domain.

5. Extract subdomain boundary forcing data from the full domain.

6. Run ADCIRC on the subdomain.
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Figure 4.15: The physical domain for the subdomain. Top Left: Bathymetry of
the physical domain Ω in Eq. (2.1.1) and Eq. (2.1.2). Top Right: Discretization
of the domain. Bottom: The Manning’s n field extracted from the full domain.
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4.4.1 Subdomain Parameter Space

The parameter space for the subdomain model is determined as follows.

Define a mesoscale representation of the Manning’s n field parameterized by

land cover classification as described in Section 4.2. Calculate the total fraction

of each land cover classification as the sum of the nodal fractions of the land

cover classification normalized by the total number of nodes, ‖bi‖1/M where

the {bi}mi=1 are from Equation (4.2.3) and M is the total number of nodes

in the finite element mesh. This allows us to determine the dominant land

cover classifications for each subdomain which are tabulated by percentage in

Table 4.4 for the subdomain.

We choose the parameters to be the Manning’s coefficients for the first

four dominant land cover classifications and hold the Manning’s coefficients

constant for the remaining land cover classifications. We vary the Manning’s

coefficients between 33% and 175% of their original values based on tables

available at [59]. The resulting 4 dimensional parameter domain is shown in

Table 4.5 and the corresponding land cover classification meshes are shown in

Figure 4.16.

4.4.2 Subdomain Data Space

We also must define the data space. Recall in Chapter 3 that we assume

that the QoI are geometrically distinct. There might be multiple pairwise geo-

metrically distinct QoI, however, the cardinality of a given set of geometrically

distinct QoI is at most d = n = 4. In other words, the data space manifold
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Percentage C-CAP Class Description Manning’s n
23.95 21 Open water 0.025
13.45 10 Evergreen forest 0.180
12.57 13 Palustrine forested wetland 0.150
12.33 4 Low-intensity developed 0.120
7.93 12 Scrub/shrub 0.080
7.07 18 Estuarine emergent wetland 0.050
4.97 5 Developed open space 0.035
4.19 14 Palustrine scrub/shrub wetland 0.075
3.70 7 Pasture/hay 0.050
3.41 8 Grassland 0.035
1.61 3 Medium-intensity developed 0.120
1.60 15 Palustrine emergent wetland 0.060
1.26 20 Bare land 0.030
0.78 2 High-intensity developed 0.120
0.46 6 Cultivated land 0.100
0.41 19 Unconsolidated shore 0.030
0.13 11 Mixed forest 0.170
0.12 17 Estuarine scrub/shrub wetland 0.070
0.01 23 Estuarine aquatic bed 0.030
0.01 9 Deciduous forest 0.160
0.00 22 Palustrine aquatic bed 0.035
0.00 16 Estuarine forested wetland 0.150

Table 4.4: Dominant land cover classifications for the subdomain.

Parameter Range of Manning’s n values Land Classification

λ1 [0.0396, 0.21] 4
λ2 [0.0594, 0.315] 10
λ3 [0.0495, 0.2625] 13
λ4 [0.00825, 0.04375] 21

Table 4.5: Manning’s n coefficient ranges for the subdomain.
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Figure 4.16: This shows the mesoscale representation of Manning’s n values
from basis vectors defining a linear mapping from land classification types for
the subdomain. Top Left: Basis Vector 1. Top Right: Basis Vector 2. Middle
Left: Basis Vector 3. Right Left: Basis Vector 4. Bottom: Basis Vector 5.
Note the first four basis vectors correspond to λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4 while the fifth is
held constant.
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can only be of local dimension 4 or less. We examine maximum water ele-

vation at a given set of observation stations in the physical domain. Given

the difficulty of finding observation stations that result in a well-conditioned

stochastic inverse problem we conduct a preliminary study of the subdomain

to attain approximate gradient data using finite forward differences. We ran-

domly select 16 points in the parameter space and approximate the gradient

or Jacobian JQ of Q with respect to λ. These clusters are shown in Figure 4.17

for the subdomain.

A full twenty-nine day hurricane subdomain simulation runs to com-

pletion on Stampede in approximately 5.5 hours on 2 processors (this time

includes reconstructing and distributing the Manning’s n mesh across the

processors)3. If we were to examine every possible combination of maxi-

mum water elevation at every point in the finite element mesh we would

have an infeasibly large set of options to examine. We interpolate the fi-

nite element solution onto a set of observation stations on a regular grid and

then further reduce the problem size by limiting the set of possible obser-

vation stations to the set of stations exhibiting sensitivity to the parame-

ters where the maximum change in maximum water elevation over the set

of 80 forward model solves is greater than 0.10 [m]. Let Y
(k)
i = Yi(λ

(k))

be the maximum water elevation at a particular station i for the kth pa-

rameter value λ(k) = (λ
(k)
1 , λ

(k)
2 , λ

(k)
3 , λ

(k)
4 ) then the set of possible observation

3We used PolyADCIRC to simultaneously run a batch of 80 samples
{
λ(j)

}8
j=1

0 ∈ Λ on
160 processors.
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Figure 4.17: The 16 clusters in Λ used in the preliminary study of the
subdomain, where λ(k) = (λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4). Left: In order from top to
bottom (λ1, λ2), (λ1, λ4), (λ2, λ4). Right: In order from top to bottom
(λ1, λ3), (λ2, λ3), (λ3, λ4).
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Number of Stations Number of Data Spaces
(
n
4

)
All 1970 6.26 · 1011

Reduced 194 5.72 · 107

Table 4.6: Number of possible data spaces for the subdomain.

stations is
{
i : max

i

(
max
k

(Y
(k)
i )−min

k
(Y

(k)
i )
)
> 0.10([m])

}
Figure 4.18 shows(

max
k

(Y
(k)
i )−min

k
(Y

(k)
i )
)

for the entire finite element mesh. Table 4.6 shows

the number of possible data spaces for the original set of possible observation

stations and the reduced set of observation stations.

To optimally choose QoI to result in a well-conditioned stochastic in-

verse problem with optimal skewness we use the sensitivity sub-package of

BET developed by Scott Walsh at UC Denver [22]. Let J
(k)
i,j = JQ(λ(k)) where k

is the kth forward model evaluation and define the skew number κ̂ for a given

map Q = (q1, . . . , qd) from the condition numbers of JQ(λ(k)) as

κ̂(Q) =

 ∑
{k:κ(JQ(λ(k)))<∞}

κ(JQ(λ(k)))

+ 109 · ]
{
k : κ(JQ(λ(k))) =∞

}
K

(4.4.1)

where K is the total number of k forward model solves. Table 4.7 show the

condition number κ̂(Q) of the top 10 QoI maps. Figure 4.19 shows the location

of the observation stations chosen by this a method. Note that these stations

are well spaced in regions that appear to the eye to be rather hydraulically

isolated. Since the stations in the first and last columns of Table 4.7 are nearly

collocated it make intuitive sense that the skew numbers for the sets of stations

show in Table 4.7 are nearly identical.
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Figure 4.18: Maximum difference in subdomain water elevation over a set of 80
preliminary model evaluations. Values shown are (maxk(Y

(k)
i ) − mink(Y

(k)
i ))

in [m] where Y
(k)
i = Yi(λ

(k)) is the maximum water elevation at a finite element

node i for the kth parameter value λ(k) = (λ
(k)
1 , λ

(k)
2 , λ

(k)
3 , λ

(k)
4 ). Note that to

show subtle variations in the bay the color scale has been reduced.
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Figure 4.19: Left: Maximum water elevation observation stations with the
top 10 QoI map skew numbers. Stations 11, 12, 14, 16, and 17 are shown
in blue. Stations 191 and 192 are shown in white. Station 160 is shown in
red. Finally, station 40 is shown in green. Right: Optimal maximum water
elevation observation stations (11, 40, 160, 191). Bottom: Maximum difference
in subdomain water elevation. See Figure 4.18.
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Table 4.7: QoI map skew numbers for the subdomain.

κ̂(Q) Station Numbers

4.37e+02 11, 40, 160, 191
4.39e+02 12, 40, 160, 191
4.39e+02 11, 40, 160, 192
4.41e+02 17, 40, 160, 191
4.41e+02 12, 40, 160, 192
4.41e+02 10, 40, 160, 191
4.42e+02 14, 40, 160, 191
4.42e+02 16, 40, 160, 191
4.42e+02 17, 40, 160, 192
4.43e+02 16, 40, 160, 192

This choice of QoI maps should lead to a fullness of the convex hull

formed by the 80 preliminary model evaluations at λ(k). For simplicity4 and

visualization purposes we create a triangulation of λ(k) with (λ1, λ2) ⊂ R2 and

use this triangularization to define the topological relation between points in D

in order to visualize D := convhull(Q(λ(k))). We see a fair amount of fullness

in D in Figure 4.20 which shows the resulting data domain D for the set of

stations with the smallest skewness κ̂(Q) for the subdomain.

4.4.3 Subdomain Parameter Estimation for Bay St. Louis

We define and solve five stochastic inverse problems to quantify un-

certainty in Manning’s n values using five different QoI maps. We define ρD

as a uniform distribution on a hyper-rectangle5 centered at Qref = Q(λref )

4It is difficult to visualize a 4 dimensional object.
5We choose the lengths of the sides to be 10% the length of qi.
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Figure 4.20: The data domain D = convhull(Q(λ(k))) for the subdomain where
Q = (q1, q2, q3, q4) for stations 11, 40, 160, 191 respectively. Left: In order from
top to bottom (q1, q2), (q1, q4), (q2, q4). Right: In order from top to bottom
(q1, q3), (q2, q3), (q3, q4).
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where λref = (0.1523, 0.1751, 0.1561, 0.0269). Since ρD is uniform on a hyper-

rectangle we can exactly represent ρD with a simple function ρD,M by choosing

the partition {Ii} carefully. We then follow the steps of Algorithms 1 and 2 in

Section 3.2 and use 480 uniform i.i.d. random samples of Λ to estimate ρΛ.

We compare the results of the stochastic inverse problem for three QoI

maps using optimal stations (11, 40, 160, 191), near optimal stations (16, 40,

160, 192), and non-optimal stations (16, 40, 22, 88). The skew numbers of the

QoI maps for the optimal and near optimal sets of stations are very similar

(see Table 4.7). Figure 4.21 show the 480 uniform i.i.d. random samples

with respect to µΛ in the parameter space. Figures 4.22 and 4.23 shows the

propagation of these samples in the data spaces for the optimal and non-

optimal QoI maps respectively colored by ρD(Q(λ)). We omit the data samples

of the near optimal QoI map as they are visually indistinguishable from those

of the optimal QoI map.

Figures 4.24 to 4.26 show the resulting approximate marginals of ρΛ

for the stochastic inverse problem using the optimal, near optimal, and non-

optimal stations respectively. We use 106 emulated samples in Algorithm 2 to

approximate the volumes of the Voronoi cells. We use kernel density estimation

to smooth the resulting density approximation. Let supp(ρD) = E ∈ BD, and

the corresponding contour event Q−1(E) ∈ BΛ. For the optimal and near

optimal sets of stations, µΛ(Q−1(E)) is small; and the probability measure PΛ

is nearly identical for both. The corresponding estimates of the volumes of

the contour events µΛ(Q−1(E)) are 7.904e-3 and 8.390e-3 for the optimal and
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Figure 4.21: The uniform samples in the parameter space for the subdo-
main where λ = (λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4) and λref = (0.1523, 0.1751, 0.1561, 0.0269)
is marked in magenta. The samples are colored by ρD(Q). Left: In order from
top to bottom (λ1, λ2), (λ1, λ4), (λ2, λ4). Right: In order from top to bottom
(λ1, λ3), (λ2, λ3), (λ3, λ4).
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Figure 4.22: The propagation of uniform samples in the parameter space for
the subdomain for optimal stations 11, 40, 160, 191 where Q = (q1, q2, q3, q4)
and Qref is marked in magenta. The samples are colored by ρD(Q). Left: In
order from top to bottom (q1, q2), (q1, q4), (q2, q4). Right: In order from top to
bottom (q1, q3), (q2, q3), (q3, q4).
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Figure 4.23: The uniform samples in the data space for the subdomain for
suboptimal stations 16, 40, 22, 88 where Q = (q1, q2, q3, q4) and Qref is
marked in magenta. The samples are colored by ρD(Q). Left: In order from
top to bottom (q1, q2), (q1, q4), (q2, q4). Right: In order from top to bottom
(q1, q3), (q2, q3), (q3, q4).
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near optimal sets of stations respectively. Notice that even though we have the

most difficulty in identifying λ3 the region of non-zero probability still contains

the reference parameter.

However, the non-optimal QoI map (stations 16, 40, 22, 88) identifies

Q−1(E) a larger event in the parameter space as shown in Figure 4.26. Fig-

ure 4.23 shows that the QoI map formed from the non-optimal set of stations

is highly skewed in comparison to the QoI maps formed from the optimal and

near optimal sets of stations. The estimated volume of the region of interest

for the non-optimal QoI map µΛ(Q−1(E)) = 1.917e-2 is about 250% greater

than that of µΛ(Q−1(E)) where Q is formed from an optimal or near optimal

set of stations. We can examine the marginals that result if we only use a

subset of the non-optimal stations [16, 40, 22] in Figure 4.27 and [16, 40] in

Figure 4.28. The marginals in Figures 4.27 and 4.28 do not appear substan-

tially different than the marginals shown in Figure 4.26 further emphasizing

that QoI maps with large skew may not improve the solution to the stochastic

inverse problem computed from fewer QoI with smaller skew. In other words,

QoI maps with high skew in their components have solutions to the stochas-

tic inverse problem that are similar to solutions from a QoI map with fewer

component maps.
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Figure 4.24: Plots of the marginals of ρΛ using uniform samples for optimal
stations 11, 40, 160, 191 . Here, ρD is defined as a uniform density on a small
rectangular box centered at the reference QoI values associated with λref =
(0.1523, 0.1751, 0.1561, 0.0269). The reference value is illustrated by a white
circle. Left: In order from top to bottom (λ1, λ2), (λ1, λ4), (λ2, λ4). Right: In
order from top to bottom (λ1, λ3), (λ2, λ3), (λ3, λ4).
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Figure 4.25: Plots of the marginals of ρΛ using uniform samples for near
optimal stations 16, 40, 160, 192 . Here, ρD is defined as a uniform density on
a small rectangular box centered at the reference QoI values associated with
λref = (0.1523, 0.1751, 0.1561, 0.0269). The reference value is illustrated by
a white circle. Left: In order from top to bottom (λ1, λ2), (λ1, λ4), (λ2, λ4).
Right: In order from top to bottom (λ1, λ3), (λ2, λ3), (λ3, λ4).
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Figure 4.26: Plots of the marginals of ρΛ using uniform samples for suboptimal
stations 16, 40, 22, 88 . Here, ρD is defined as a uniform density on a small
rectangular box centered at the reference QoI values associated with λref =
(0.1523, 0.1751, 0.1561, 0.0269). The reference value is illustrated by a white
circle. Left: In order from top to bottom (λ1, λ2), (λ1, λ4), (λ2, λ4). Right: In
order from top to bottom (λ1, λ3), (λ2, λ3), (λ3, λ4).
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Figure 4.27: Plots of the marginals of ρΛ using uniform samples for stations
16, 40, 22. Here, ρD is defined as a uniform density on a small rectangular box
centered at the reference QoI values associated with λref = (0.1523, 0.1751,
0.1561, 0.0269). The reference value is illustrated by a white circle. Left: In
order from top to bottom (λ1, λ2), (λ1, λ4), (λ2, λ4). Right: In order from top
to bottom (λ1, λ3), (λ2, λ3), (λ3, λ4).
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Figure 4.28: Plots of the marginals of ρΛ using uniform samples for stations
16, 40. Here, ρD is defined as a uniform density on a small rectangular box
centered at the reference QoI values associated with λref = (0.1523, 0.1751,
0.1561, 0.0269). The reference value is illustrated by a white circle. Left: In
order from top to bottom (λ1, λ2), (λ1, λ4), (λ2, λ4). Right: In order from top
to bottom (λ1, λ3), (λ2, λ3), (λ3, λ4).
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Chapter 5

Goal-Oriented Adaptive Sampling

The goal in Chapter 3 was to compute the probability (or volume) of

arbitrary events A ∈ BΛ. Often, we are only interested in a few particular

events A ∈ BΛ. If we wish to perform parameter estimation these sets are

typically the regions of generalized contours of highest probability. However,

we may choose to focus on the identification and quantification of uncertainty

of other regions defined implicitly in the parameter space by important events

in the data space (e.g., low probability failure thresholds, events defined by

conditions on ρD, or other “rare” events [56]). In Chapter 4 the goal was

to determine inverse regions of high probability accurately which requires ap-

proximating volumes of sets in high probability areas of Λ. We accomplished

this by using a regular grid of points in Λ. However, the use of finer regular

grids is impractical in high dimensions due to the “curse of dimensionality”.

Furthermore, it becomes more difficult to locate high probability regions in

higher dimensions as the volumes of high probability regions decreases as the

dimension of the probability space increases [60]. As such we do not expect any

significant improvement through the use of uniform sampling. Uniform sam-

pling converges to the true solution in probability with the same convergence

rate as Monte Carlo integration, O(1/N). Uniform samples allow too many
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samples to be placed in regions of zero or low probability1. We do not need

to accurately estimate the volume of such regions. If we only want to approx-

imate PΛ(Q−1(E)) we only need to approximate the event A = Q−1(E) ⊂ BΛ

for E ∩ supp(ρD) ⊂ BD.

Goal-oriented adaptive sampling focuses on generating a set of samples{
λ(j)
}

that implicitly define a Voronoi tessellation of Λ that is useful for ap-

proximating a particular event A ∈ BΛ where the event A is implicitly defined

by an event E ⊂ BD.

Definition 5.0.1. Given a Voronoi tessellation of Λ denoted by {Vj}Nj=1 ⊂ Λ

we say that AN is the Voronoi coverage of A ∈ BΛ and µk(A) is its volume

defined by

AN :=
⋃

λ(j)∈A,1≤j≤N

Vj, and µk(A) := µΛ(Ak) =
N∑
j=1

µΛ(Vj)1λ(j)∈A (5.0.1)

[19].

Definition 5.0.2. A rule for defining any N samples
{
λ(j)
}N
j=1
⊂ Λ is called

BΛ-consistent if

µΛ(A4Ak)→ 0 as N →∞, ∀A ∈ BΛ, s.t. µΛ(∂A) = 0. (5.0.2)

where 4 is the symmetric difference [19].

In other words, if ∂AN → ∂A as N →∞ then we have a BΛ-consistent

sampling scheme. It has been previously shown in [19] that if we generate

1This also applies to uniform i.i.d. random samples.
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{Vj}Nj=1 with a BΛ-consistent scheme and we have a probability measure PD �

µD on (D,BΛ) then for any event A ∈ BΛ, there exists ρD,M and P̃Λ,N , such

that P̃Λ,N(A) → PΛ(A) as N,M → ∞ [19]. We refer the interested reader

to [19] for an in-depth theoretical discussion and proof of the aforementioned

theorem.

If we let ρD = 1E for some region of interest (RoI) E ⊂ BD then the

goal is to approximate the set Q−1(E) ⊂ BΛ. The swiftness of convergence is

then controlled by two factors (1) locating the region of interest Q−1(E) ⊂ BΛ

and (2) approximating the boundary of the RoI by placing samples so that the

edges of the Voronoi cells they form approximate ∂A. The more samples we

place near ∂A the better we can approximate ∂A. If we focus on placing more

samples in A we will be able to better approximate both ∂A and ρΛ(λ) for

λ ∈ A. We will address the second concern with a probability based adaptive

sampler in Section 5.1. The first concern might be addressed using a gradient

based adaptive sampler.

5.1 Probability Based Adaptive Sampling

We use a goal-oriented probabilistic adaptive sampling algorithm (see

Algorithm 3) to focus on placing more samples in regions of high probability

and accurately approximate the volumes of the high probability regions in Λ

implicitly defined by the probability measure on the data space PD (or ρD). We

assume we know ρD. We use Algorithm 2 to account for non-uniform samples

from Algorithm 3 by estimating (or calculating) the volume of the Voronoi
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cells. Algorithm 3 generates samples according to a transition probability

kernel Pt(λ,B(s)). From [19] we know that any random sampling scheme with

sampling density f(λ) > 0 produces a BΛ-consistent rule which implies that

Algorithm 3 generates BΛ-consistent samples. Thus, Algorithm 3 generates

BΛ-consistent samples2.

5.2 Probability Based Adaptive Sampling Results

We compare the approximation of ρD using 1212 samples on a regular

grid from the idealized inlet case study in Section 4.3.1 to an approximation

where samples are obtained using Algorithm 3. For the adaptive sampling,

we let the number of chains M = 80, chain length N = 125, and set the

B(s) to be R(s) ∩ Λ where the R(s) are rectangles similar to Λ centered at

previous samples and scaled by parameter s. The adaptive samples are show

in Figure 5.1. We adaptively generate a total of 1E4 samples, 4703 of which

are in regions of high probability compared to 670/14641 for the regular grid

of samples (see Figure 5.2). In both cases, we correctly identity a region of

high probability in parameter space containing the true parameter value. This

adaptive sampling algorithm seems promising as the results using the adaptive

samples produce a comparable approximation to PΛ in the region of interest

by placing O(10) more samples in the RoI than samples on regular. Once the

RoI is located this performance gain continues to increase as the number of

2The total number of samples
{
λ(i,j)

}
i,j

is N ×M
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samples increases as shown in Section 5.3.

Figure 5.1: The samples used to approximate ρΛ for the idealized inlet for
Q = (q1, q6) where λtrue = (λ1, λ2) = (0.0781, 0.168) using Algorithm 3. Left:
The samples λ(j) ∈ Λ. Right: The corresponding data Q(λ(j)) ∈ D.

We can easily modify this algorithm to target particular RoI in the

parameter space. We assume that these areas are all defined implicitly by a

specification in the data space. We could specify RoI by choosing Dk and pk =

1Dk
to uniformly prioritize certain regions of generalized contours or define pk

to prioritize certain regions more than others. The current specification of

pk is simply the definition of a simple function approximation of ρD on the

partition Dk. Altering the choice of Dk will alter how well we represent PD

and correspondingly how well we resolve PΛ. The current implementation

of the algorithm only generates a preset number of samples. However, we

could continue to sample Λ until each Q−1(Dk) contains a minimum number

of samples or we have sampled a preset maximum number of samples.
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Figure 5.2: The approximation of ρΛ for the idealized inlet for Q = (q1, q6)
where λtrue = (λ1, λ2) = (0.0781, 0.168). Left: The approximation of ρΛ using
a regular grid of 1212 samples in Algorithm 1. Right: The approximation of
ρΛ using the adaptive sampling Algorithm 3.

5.3 Convergence of Adaptive Sampling

We can use Algorithm 1 to estimate the volume of an implicitly defined

region of interest in Q−1(E) ⊂ BΛ for some E ⊂ BD. We use the surrogate

model developed from the idealized inlet case study in Section 4.3 to compare

the convergence of various sampling strategies. Since the dimension is small

we can exactly represent ρD with a simple function approximation and exactly

calculate µΛ(Q−1(E)). We do this so that all of the error in the approximation

of µΛ(Q−1(E)) is due to error in the approximation of Q−1(E) ⊂ BΛ which is

the error that adaptive sampling aims to reduce. Recall that the convergence

of any BΛ-consistent sampling rule is controlled by (1) locating the region of

interest and (2) approximating the boundary of the region of interest. This has

several implications. The better conditioned the stochastic inverse problem,

the smaller the support of the implicitly defined RoI and thus Q−1(E) ⊂ BΛ
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is more difficult to approximate and locate.

To compare the performance of uniform sampling without volume em-

ulation, uniform sampling with volume emulation (Algorithm 2), and adap-

tive sampling (Algorithm 3) we compare estimates of the volume of the RoI

µΛ(Q−1(E)) for some E ⊂ BD. We generate 20 sets of uniform and adaptive

samples and compare the average estimate of the relative volume of the RoI

for increasing numbers of samples. We define the approximate relative volume

as

x =
µ̃Λ(Q−1(E))

µΛ(Λ)
(5.3.1)

and the relative error in the relative volume as

e =
|µ̃Λ(Q−1(E))− µΛ(Q−1(E))|

µΛ(Q−1(E))
(5.3.2)

for E ⊂ D. We use the QoI maps Q = (q1, q2), (q1, q6) from the idealized

inlet problem in Section 4.3 and compare both the relative volume (Equa-

tion (5.3.1)) and the relative error (Equation (5.3.2)) in Figure 5.3. Since we

are using a piecewise-linear interpolant as a surrogate model we can exactly

calculate the true volume µΛ(Q−1(E) and the exact relative error. Notice that

in the bottom left subplot of Figure 5.3 there is a crossover point between

the estimates calculated using the uniform samples and the adaptive samples.

This crossover shows the point at which the adaptive sampler successfully lo-

cates the RoI. Once the adaptive sampler locates the RoI it outperforms the

uniform sampler as shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Mean results for 20 sets of uniform and adaptive samples for the
idealized inlet. Top: The approximation of the relative volume of an implic-
itly defined region of interest µΛ(Q−1(E))/µΛ(Λ) for Q = (q1, q2) on the left
and (q1, q6) on the right respectively where λref = (λ1, λ2) = (0.0781, 0.168).
Bottom: The corresponding error in the approximation of the relative volume
for Q = (q1, q2) on the left and (q1, q6) on the right.
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The performance gain of the adaptive sampler is more significant as

the difficulty in approximating the region of interest increases, or rather as

the conditioning of the stochastic inverse problem improves. We must use

the volume emulation Algorithm 2 to account for the non-uniformity of both

the adaptive and uniform random samples. Volume emulation also has the

added benefit of reducing the variance between solutions. The accuracy of

results obtained using both uniform and adaptive samples is limited by the

approximation of the volumes of the Voronoi cells via volume emulation as

shown by the reported error statistics in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. The tails

of the error plots in Figure 5.3 also flatten out due to the limitations of using

only 106 emulated samples.
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Algorithm 3: A Probability Based Adaptive Sampler [32]

Let
{
λ(0,j)

}M
j=1
⊂ Λ denote an initial set of samples on Λ from a

Latin hypercube.
Let Pt(x,B(s)) denote a transition probability kernel in Λ for a
parameterized event B(s).
Initialize M × 1 vector s = {sj}Mj=1 to some initial event size s0.
Set relative size tolerance γ ∈ (0, 1).
Specify subsets {Dk}Kk=1 ⊂ D and compute pk =

∫
Dk
ρD dµD.

for j = 1, . . . ,M do
if Q(λ(0,j)) ∈ Dk′ for some k′ then

p0,j = pk′
else

p0,j = 0
end

end
Choose a user defined total number of batches N .
for i = 1, . . . , N do

Generate M parameter samples
{
λ(i,j)

}M
j=1

using

Pt(λ
(i−1,j), B(sj)).

for j = 1, . . . ,M do
if Q(λ(i,j)) ∈ Dk′ for some k′ then

pi,j = pk′
else

pi,j = 0
end
if pi,j > (1 + γ)pi−1,j then

sj = sdecreasesj
else if pi,j < γpi−1,j then

sj = sincreasesj
else

sj = sj
end
if sj/s

0
j > smax then

sj = smaxs0
j

else
sj/s

0
j < smin

end
sj = smins0

j

end

end
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Table 5.1: Statistics of adaptive volume estimates for the idealized inlet for
(q1, q2) for 20 sets of samples.

Sample type Relative volume Relative error
x̄ σx ē σe

9680 uniform 1.126e-01 2.452e-03 1.893e-02 1.140e-02
9680 uniform with emulation 1.125e-01 5.462e-04 5.611e-03 4.009e-03
9680 Adaptive 1.124e-01 7.035e-04 7.096e-03 4.817e-03
106 uniform 1.122e-01 2.302e-04 7.060e-03 2.037e-03

Table 5.2: Statistics of adaptive volume estimates for the idealized inlet for
(q1, q6) for 20 sets of samples.

Sample type Relative volume Relative error
x̄ σx ē σe

9680 uniform 2.034e-02 1.284e-03 5.067e-02 3.779e-02
9680 uniform with emulation 2.048e-02 2.357e-04 8.964e-03 7.442e-03
9680 Adaptive 2.055e-02 1.686e-04 7.160e-03 4.250e-03
106 uniform 2.050e-02 1.327e-04 5.011e-03 4.242e-03
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Conclusion

Hurricanes annually impact the United States coast resulting in hun-

dreds of deaths and billions of dollars in damage. The majority of damage

and loss of life caused by hurricanes is due to storm surge, i.e. flooding or

inundation caused by storms as they approach the coast and make landfall.

The balance between wind stress and bottom stress is the primary controlling

factor for storm surge [4]. Bottom stress in coastal engineering applications is

usually modeled using Manning’s formula which was originally developed to

model bottom friction for unvegetated open channel flow. Manning’s formula

is not necessarily the most correct model of bottom stress in coastal engi-

neering applications. In coastal regions vegetation, sub-grid porous media-like

structures, bed forms, and erosion also contribute to bottom stress in addi-

tion to bottom friction. Despite this, Manning’s formula is widely used and

has proven highly useful in coastal ocean models. It is difficult and often

impossible to directly observe the Manning’s n coefficient in large geographic

regions. The existence of the NCLD and C-CAP land cover and classification

databases allow us to parameterize the spatial variance of Manning’s n fields

by land cover classification. With the use of expert knowledge and existing
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field observations we can determine a plausible set of Manning’s n coefficients

to form the parameter space. This makes quantifying uncertainty in Man-

ning’s n for coastal engineering with a measure-theoretic approach to inverse

problems a particularly interesting area of research. Improving estimates of

bottom friction along with other modeling parameters for coastal areas will

enhance predictive modeling for both storm surge and other coastal phenom-

ena. This is especially relevant as a large percentage of the US and world

population live in coastal regions.

Estimating Manning’s coefficient for hurricane storm surge is an exam-

ple of a deterministic inverse problem which is typical of many engineering and

scientific applications. The physics-based model, M , is often given as a set of

PDEs which form a map between input parameters, λ ∈ Λ, and the solution

space {y : M(λ, y) = 0}. One set of functionals maps the solution space to the

set of observable quantities in the observation space, while another set of func-

tionals maps the solution space to the set of quantities we desire to predict.

We refer to the map from the parameter space to the observation or data space

as the quantity of interest (QoI) map Q [16]. We use observed data to solve

the inverse problem for parameters which are then used to solve the forward

predictive problem. There are two primary difficulties in solving this inverse

problem. Firstly, the dimension of the observation or data space D ⊂ Rd is

often less than the dimension of the parameter space Λ ⊂ Rn, d < n. This

implies that the inverse QoI map is set-valued. Secondly, there is often error

and noise in actual observed data which is not necessarily accounted for in
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the model. The uncertainty in data may be modeled as a probability measure

on the data space with the corresponding forward stochastic problem; given

(Λ,BΛ, PΛ) and Q : Λ→ D determine PD on (D,BD). The stochastic inverse

problem is given (D,BD, PD) and Q : Λ→ D determine PΛ on (Λ,BΛ).

In Chapter 3, we summarize the theory behind solving stochastic in-

verse problems within a measure-theoretic framework. This framework mod-

els epistemic uncertainty with a probability distribution on the data space

ρD. Aleatoric uncertainty is captured for inverse problems with inherently set-

valued inverses (i.e. when the parameter space has greater dimension than the

data space) by naturally handling set-valued inverses rather than attempting

to determine a single most likely parameter given a model and set of data. We

briefly discuss the two sources of approximation error in solving the inverse

problem (1) numerical error in the forward map and (2) numerical error in set

approximation. We address how volume emulation can be used to ameliorate

errors of the second type. We show how condition of the inverse problem is

determined by the skewness of the Jacobian of the QoI map with respect to

the parameters. This skewness dramatically influences the accuracy of the

solution to the inverse problem and dictates the optimal choice of QoI. This is

especially important if the solution of the inverse problem is to be later used

for prediction.

In Chapter 4, we demonstrated the utility of a measure-theoretic frame-

work for inverse problems in the estimation of Manning’s n coefficients for two

coastal engineering applications. We study both of these coastal engineering
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applications using the ADvanced CIRCulation model for oceanic, coastal, and

estuarine waters which incorporates spatially varying bottom friction fields

as nodal parameters. We have applied computational measure-theoretic algo-

rithms for quantifying uncertainty in mesoscale representations of Manning’s

n for an idealized inlet domain with a simple forcing scheme for two and three

dimensional parameter domains. Results for the idealized inlet demonstrate

the capacity numerical error has to pollute the QoI map. Refinement of the

finite element mesh to adequately resolve the relevant flow scales produced

noticeably smoother QoI maps with substantially different generalized con-

tours [32].

For both the idealized inlet case study and the hurricane case study

we have demonstrated that the accuracy of the solution of the inverse prob-

lem is highly dependent on the choice of the quantities of interest. Gathering

physical observations or experimental measurements is often an expensive and

time consuming process, the geometrical analysis of output data with respect

to skewness is a valuable tool for experimental and observation network de-

sign. We can choose QoI maps based on the underlying geometric structure

of the generalized contours to obtain probability measures with small support

(relative to using other QoI maps). If the goal is to solve a stochastic inverse

problem for parameter estimation, then identifying small regions of highly

probable parameter configurations provides valuable information. These case

studies demonstrate the impact that the condition of the inverse problem has

on both the inverse and prediction problems. Hurricane simulations on meshes
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fine enough to resolve inundation are computationally expensive. We employ

a recently available subdomain implementation of ADCIRC [23–25] to reduce

simulation time and focus on specific areas of interest rather than the much

larger domain required for hurricane simulations. We have demonstrated the

feasibility of parameter estimation within this measure-theoretic framework

for a highly-complex physics based model of a historic hurricane with realistic

bathymetry, wind fields, and land cover classification fields.

Many computational models of complex physical systems are expensive.

As such we might only be able to obtain a limited number of forward solves

(samples). It becomes increasingly difficult to locate high probability regions

in higher dimensions as the volumes of high probability regions decreases as

the dimension of the probability space increases [60]. As such we do not expect

any significant improvement through the use of uniform sampling. Further-

more, uniform sampling allows too many samples to be placed in regions of

zero or low probability which do not need to be accurately estimated. Thus,

in Chapter 5 we developed and implemented a probability based goal-oriented

adaptive sampling algorithm to place more samples in regions of high proba-

bility to accurately approximate the volumes of regions in Λ implicitly defined

by sets in the data space Q−1(E) ∈ BL, where E ∈ BD.

In order to account for the non-uniformity of both the adaptively gener-

ated samples and random uniform i.i.d. samples we employ volume emulation

to estimate the volumes of the Voronoi cells. Volume emulation dramatically

improves the solution by improving the disintegration of PD for non-uniform
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samples. Ideally, we desire to require as few forward model solves as possi-

ble through the use of adaptive sampling algorithms. The quality of the ap-

proximation of the probability measure calculated using adaptively generated

samples is constrained by the ability to approximate volumes using volume

emulation and therefore the computational cost is also partially determined

by the method of nearest neighbor searches. If the goal is to determine the

probability of a particular set that is implicitly defined by a set of conditions

on the data space, goal-oriented adaptive sampling can help improve the ac-

curacy of the solution of the inverse stochastic problem when we are limited

by the number of forward model solves we can compute.

6.2 Future Work

We have applied a measure-theoretic framework for stochastic inverse

problems to parameter estimation for a single subdomain during Hurricane

Gustav to estimate Manning’s coefficients for land cover classifications, or

consider the parameterization uncertain. We could also examine other hur-

ricanes, a purely tidal forcing scheme, other geographical subdomains and

locations, or other coastal engineering parameters such as eddy viscosity and

canopy parameters. There are many regions where we do not have land cover

classification data (such as the South China Sea) where we would need to de-

termine another appropriate spatial parameterization of bottom friction. We

could also examine other physics based models both for coastal engineering

and for other applications. If we augment the parameter space by a model
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space we could compare models with respect to solving the inverse problem

using a specified set of quantities of interest.

The choice of QoI can dramatically effect the solution to the inverse

problem based on local conditioning of the Jacobian of the QoI map over the

parameter space. Numerical errors in the QoI can drastically change the gen-

eralized contour geometry on the parameter space making inverse solutions

unreliable. A geometric analysis of the QoI could be performed to determine

the QoI most robust to numerical error for the solution of the inverse prob-

lem. Actual field or experimental data is often noisy, biased, or unsuitable;

a statistical analysis of such data using Bayesian inference and other statis-

tical modeling techniques may be used to construct probability measures ρD

on geometrically optimal QoI ranges to be subsequently inverted using the

measure-theoretic algorithms and tools developed in this project. Future re-

search should also apply adjoint based a posteriori analysis whenever possible

in both the geometric and statistical analysis to improve the efficiency of the

computational algorithms and tools developed.

We have primarily focused on stochastic inverse problems in finite di-

mensional parameter and data spaces. Future research could develop theo-

retical tools to handle the proper definition of infinite-dimensional measures

for the parameter spaces and data spaces. There is no translation-invariant

measure for infinite dimensional spaces. An appropriate measure must be de-

veloped to solve the stochastic inverse problems when either the parameter

space or the data space is infinite dimensional. This would provide insights
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into the correct finite dimensional computational representation of spatially

and temporally varying parameters that are members of an infinite dimen-

sional space. We could develop the theory of functional assimilation for time

varying quantities of interest and design mathematically rigorous and compu-

tationally efficient asynchronous techniques for the inversion of the probability

measure on geometrically distinct QoI as they become available in time.

Goal-oriented adaptive sampling is a promising approach for estimat-

ing the probability of small sets or sets with complex geometry (i.e. threshold,

failure, and extreme events). Developing new goal-oriented adaptive sampling

approaches to employ gradient (adjoint) and approximate gradient based tech-

niques will add to the arsenal of methods designed to reduce computational

costs. Increasing the density of samples in (and around) a region of interest

results in Voronoi cells with drastically different volumes. Currently, we em-

ploy volume emulation to account for the variation in Voronoi cell volumes.

We could employ an adaptive multi-level volume emulation algorithm to re-

duce the cost of volume emulation, and obtain volume estimates of Voronoi

cells in a more scalable and efficient manner. We could also enhance adaptive

sampling by using surrogate models and/or local error estimates to efficiently

utilize a limited number of forward model solves.

We have motivated this work as a way of improving and adding confi-

dence to coastal ocean engineering models. These models are used to predict

highly destructive natural events and other natural phenomena. As is we

have shown that within a measure-theoretic framework for stochastic inverse
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problems there are several important considerations for both inversion and

prediction. The two primary sources of error in the numerical solution of the

stochastic inverse problem are error in the forward model and error in the

numerical approximation of sets. We employ volume emulation and a prob-

ability based goal-oriented adaptive sampling scheme to reduce errors of the

second type. We have proposed possible ways to use gradient information to

improve adaptive sampling in future work. We have also shown the influence

that the choice of quantities of interest have on the numerical accuracy of the

solution of the inverse problem. We have identified areas of possible future

work that include the proper construction of the probability density on the

parameter space and the choice of optimal quantities of interest with respect

to skewness when using non-synthetic data. Often we deal with inverse prob-

lems in coastal engineering that produce a parameter space that has higher

dimension than the data space. In this setting the inverse quantity of interest

map is inherently set-valued. A measure-theoretic framework for stochastic

inverse problems captures this inherently set-valued inverse and has proven a

valuable tool for parameter estimation for Manning’s n for coastal engineering

problems.
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Appendix A

Modeling Flow Resistance with Manning’s

Formula

Manning’s formula is used to characterize momentum loss due to bot-

tom friction in turbulent gravity driven open-channel flow over rough beds

[9, 11, 33, 38, 61]. Manning’s formula in Equation (A.0.1) relates V , the mean

velocity of the flow; R, the hydraulic radius; S, the slope of the channel; and

n, the roughness coefficient known as Manning’s n

V =
Kn

n
R2/3S1/2 (A.0.1)

where Kn = {1 m1/2/s, 1.486 ft1/3-m1/6/s} for SI and Imperial units respec-

tively [10, 11, 40, 41]. The formulation in Equation (A.0.1) is dimensionally

inhomogeneous. Generally a dimensionally homogeneous form is preferred

and Strickler, Dooge, and Mostafa and McDermid have provided such a for-

mulation

V = M

(
R

ks

)1/6√
RgS (A.0.2)

where M = (Kn/
√
g)(k

1/6
s /n) in which ks is the equivalent Nikuradse sand

roughness [10,11,33,34]. The Darcy–Weisbach and Chézy friction coefficients

are also used to relate roughness to the mean velocity of open channel flow [11,

33,38]. These roughness coefficients are related such that given one coefficient
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the other two can be determined [11,33]. Although all three of these roughness

coefficients may be related, Manning’s n is primarily used in hydraulic and civil

engineering.

Manning’s formula was originally empirically developed for use in river

engineering (e.g. [10, 35, 40]). Recently, Gioia and Bombardelli have given

possibly the first theoretical derivation of Manning’s formula. Gioia and Bom-

bardelli re-derive Manning’s formula for turbulent flow in open channels from

the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations using scaling techniques and

turbulence theory [9].

We will summarize the derivation of the dimensionally homogeneous

Manning’s formula by Gioia and Bombardelli to attain the relation

V = M

(
R

r

)1/6√
gRS (A.0.3)

where r is an absolute roughness [9]. Consider a prismatic rectangular channel

of height h, slope S, width b, lined with uniform roughness elements of size r

reproduced in Figures A.1a and A.1b [9]. In this derivation the water surface

height matches that of the channel. We limit the scope to applications where

the roughness elements are small r � R [9, 61, 62] since larger roughness

elements may change the nature of the flow. We assume that the flow is

turbulent since this is true for many natural flows and transition for distributed

roughness (i.e. sand-grain roughness) occurs when V r
ν

' 120, where ν is the

dynamic viscosity, as reported by Feindt [63].

Gioia and Bombardelli’s derivation begins from the Reynolds-averaged
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(a) “Immediate vicinity of a channel
wall with roughness elements of char-
acteristic size r. The dashed line is a
trace of a wetted surface S tangent to
the peaks of the roughness elements”
[9]. This S is not the same S which
denotes the slope of the channel.

(b) “Largest-length-scale eddies in a
rectangular channel of width b and
depth h [and slope S]. The velocity
of these eddies scales with the mean
velocity of the flow V ” [9].

Figure A.1: Channel geometry reproduced from [9].

Navier-Stokes equations

ρ
DV

Dt
= ρ

(
∂V

∂t
+ V · ∇V

)
= ρg −∇p+∇ · τ (A.0.4)

τij = µ

(
∂vi
∂xj

+
∂vj
∂xi

)
− ρv′iv′j (A.0.5)

∇ ·V = 0 (A.0.6)

where vector quantities are in bold, V is the time-average velocity, ρ is the

density, g is gravitational acceleration, p is the time-average pressure, τ is the

stress tensor, µ = νρ is the dynamic viscosity (ν is the kinematic viscosity),

and v′iv
′
j are the Reynolds stresses [9,10,41,63,64]. We assume a steady-uniform

mean flow to attain Equation (A.0.7) from Equation (A.0.4)

0 = ρg −∇p+∇ · τ. (A.0.7)
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In the case of two-dimensional mean flow, w = 0 and ∂(·)
∂z

= 0 [63] which

implies

∂u

∂x
+
∂v

∂y
= 0 (A.0.8)

by continuity (conservation of mass). Therefore

τij = −ρv′iv′j ∀ i, j = n, t (A.0.9)

where t denotes the direction tangent to the flow and n denotes the direc-

tion normal to the flow. Equations (A.0.7) and (A.0.9) can be combined and

rewritten as

0 = gt −
1

ρ

∂p

∂xt
− ∂v′tv

′
t

∂xt
− ∂v′tv

′
n

∂xn
. (A.0.10)

The momentum equation for the normal direction is similar and omitted for

brevity.

In two-dimensional channel flow (e.g. with pipe, wake, jet, and bound-

ary layer flow), changes in the direction tangent to the flow are much smaller

than changes in the direction normal to the flow ∂
∂xt
� ∂

∂xn
and vn � vt [61,63].

This implies that

gt −
∂v′tv

′
n

∂xn
= 0 (A.0.11)

or more importantly

gt =
1

ρ
∇ · τ t (A.0.12)

where |τ t| ∼ |τtn| ∼ ρ|v′nv′t|. At this point we integrate over the volume for a
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unit length of the channel and apply the divergence theorem∫ b

0

∫ h

0

∫ 1

0

gtdV =
1

ρ

∫ b

0

∫ h

0

∫ 1

0

∇ · τ tdV

bhgt =
1

ρ

∮
S

(τ t · n)dS ≈ 1

ρ
(b+ 2h)τtn

bhgt ∼ (b+ 2h)|v′nv′t| (A.0.13)

, i.e. the gravitational force is equal to the tangent force [35]. We incorporate

the small angle approximation gt = g sin(arctan(S)) ≈ g tan(arctan(S)) = gS

into Equation (A.0.13)

gSbh ∼ (b+ 2b)|v′nv′t| (A.0.14)

which corresponds with both Leopold et. al. and Gioia and Bombardelli’s

derivations [9, 35]. Note that |v′nv′t| ∼ |v′n||v′t|. Then all that remains is to

determine appropriate forms of |v′n| and |v′t| to reduce

|v′n||v′t| ∼
(

bh

b+ 2h

)
gS = RgS (A.0.15)

to Manning’s formula.

These velocities, |v′n||v′t|, are dependent upon the eddies which dominate

the normal and tangent flows. Eddies of size r dominate the normal flow with

velocity ur so |v′n| ∼ ur (see Figure A.1a) [9]. There is no single eddy size that

dominates the tangent flow so |v′t| ∼ V [9]. We substitute these relations into

Equation (A.0.15)

RgS ∼ urV. (A.0.16)

However, we still require ur in terms of n, R, r, and/or V .
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Gioia and Bombardelli use Kolmogórov’s scaling (Equation (A.0.17)) to

relate ur and V [9] which applies to anisotropic, inhomogeneous turbulence (in

addition to homogeneous turbulence) according to Knight and Sirovich [9,65].

Kolmogórov’s scaling applies if r � η, where η is the Kolmogórov length (i.e.

the eddies of size r are within the inertial range) [9,65]. Under these conditions,

the applicable Kolmogórov scaling is

u3
r

r
∼ ε ∼ κ (A.0.17)

where ε is the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy and κ is the rate

of production of turbulent kinetic energy [9,63,65–68]. The largest eddies are

the sources of production of turbulent kinetic energy thus

κ ∼ V 2

h/V︸︷︷︸
horizontal

+
V 2

b/2V︸ ︷︷ ︸
vertical

(A.0.18)

since the horizontal turn over rate is h/V and the vertical turn over rate is

(b/2)/V (see Figure A.1b) [9]. We combine Equation (A.0.17) and Equa-

tion (A.0.18) to attain

u3
r

r
∼ V 3

h
+

2V 3

b
=

(
2 + 2h

bh

)
V 3 =

V 3

R
(A.0.19)

and

ur ∼
( r
R

)1/3

V (A.0.20)

[9,67]. Finally, Equation (A.0.20) may be substituted into Equation (A.0.16)

to obtain

V ∼
(
R

r

)1/6√
RgS (A.0.21)
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[9]. This implies that there exists a constant M ≥ 0 such that

V = M

(
R

r

)1/6√
RgS (A.0.22)

which is the desired form of the Manning’s formula. See Gioia and Bombardelli

for a generalization walls with roughness elements of varying sizes [9].
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Appendix B

Scientific Software Contributions

BET is a Python package for measure-theoretic inverse problems and

uncertainty quantification [22]. BET is named after the primary developers

(Butler, Estep, Tavener) of the measure-theoretic framework for inverse prob-

lems it implements. We developed the Python package BET [22] to solve

stochastic inverse problems formulated in the measure-theoretic framework

described in this paper. We developed the Python package PolyADCIRC [21]

to be interfaced with BET in order to solve the stochastic inverse problem for

general ADCIRC parameter fields. Both Python packages utilize a number of

Numpy, SciPy, and various packages from the Python Package Index. PolyAD-

CIRC also makes use of GNU Parallel [69]. The BET package is designed to

handle every step of Algorithms 1 to 3 with a variety of prepackages, modules,

and methods that are called using simple Python scripts to (1) define and

sample Λ efficiently, (2) determine the optimal choice of QoI, (3) compute the

approximate probability measure, and (4) visualize results. The PolyADCIRC

package is designed to efficiently interface between the BET package and the

P(arallel)ADCIRC simulations in an HPC environment in order to obtain the

QoI associated with each input sample. We provide some more specific details

about these packages and functionality below.
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Figure B.1: The basic flowchart for the BET and PolyADCIRC packages. The
BET package handles every step in Algorithm 1 while using the PolyADCIRC
package to efficiently interface to the ADCIRC computational model. Note in
this figure loadBalance is a user created interface to PolyADCIRC.

The BET package is divided into four sub-packages (1) sampling, (2)

sensitivity, (3) calculateP, and (4) postProcess. The sampling sub-

package provides the tools to sample the parameter space uniformly, adap-

tively, or at a set of user-defined points. The sampling sub-package provides

modules to efficiently sample the forward model and can take into account the

most recent QoI values to adaptively choose new batches of input parameters.

This requires the user to create an interface that is specific to the model and/or

HPC infrastructure in order to implicitly construct the maps from parameter

samples to the associated QoI, e.g. as we do with PADCIRC using the PolyAD-

CIRC package described below. The sensitivity sub-package allows the user
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to approximate the Jacobian of Q at a given set of samples and determine the

optimal set of QoI to use to create a well-conditioned stochastic inverse prob-

lem. Once the data sets containing parameter and QoI values are obtained,

they are post-processed using the calculateP sub-package to obtain the ap-

proximate probability measure using Algorithm 1. Within calculateP is a

module named simpleFun used to create simple function approximations of

PD that are inverted according to Algorithm 1. The calculateP sub-package

provides several options for approximating the volume of the Voronoi cells

{Vj} associated with each parameter sample including using various Monte

Carlo approximations or more accurate approximations based on triangula-

tions of the Voronoi cells. The postProcess sub-package can be used to vi-

sualize the approximate probability densities and marginals, the approximate

data domain, D, and the parameter domain. The postProcess sub-package

also provides methods for sorting probability data, identifying regions of high

probability, and saving data in parallel.

Parallelization in BET is implemented using mpi4py, however, mpi4py

is not necessary for installation. BET implements Algorithm 3 using inde-

pendent generalized chains. Each generalized chain {λ(·, j)} is independent

from all other chains {λ(·, k)}, k 6= j so parallelization for a sampling a serial

model is trivial. Given n processors M/n generalized chains are distributed per

processor where M is the total number of generalized chains. Results are peri-

odically saved at each step and collected using mpi4py.MPI.Comm.Allgather

as a final step and saved. This allows the option of loading the saved samples
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later or continuing with the parallel methods in calculateP or postProcess.

If you have a parallel computational model we currently suggest you use the

serial version of the sampling routines and write a python wrapper for your

model (loadBalance) that runs batches of samples simultaneously based on

the computational resource requirements of your model. All of the methods in

the calculateP module of calculateP provide performance benefits with run

in parallel. The implementations of Algorithms 1 to 3 are trivially paralleliz-

able as they rely on Monte Carlo integration and generalized chains which are

independent. However, parallelization may become less trivial as we imple-

ment more sophisticated integration and sampling methods such as a 2-level

volume emulation scheme or a gradient based adaptive sampling scheme. The

current parallelization allows for large numbers of emulated samples to be used

for volume emulation so that we can approximate the volumes of Voronoi cells

even in high dimensions.

The PolyADCIRC package is divided into three sub-packages (1) pyADCIRC,

(2) pyGriddata, and (3) run_framework. The run_framework sub-package

provides the framework to simultaneously run PADCIRC simulations with

varying Manning’s n and bathymetry fields. The pyGriddata sub-package pro-

vides various methods and classes to create the parametrization vectors shown

in Figure 4.2 using a slightly modified version of GridData (Griddata_v1.32.F90)

to map the land classification contributions to the computational mesh. Grid-

Data is a FORTRAN program originally developed by Seizo Tanaka and

C.H.Lab at the University of Notre Dame [26]. The pyADCIRC sub-package
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provides the methods and data structures used to interact with and alter PAD-

CIRC formatted files. In the numerical examples shown, pyADCIRC creates the

necessary formatted input files for ADCIRC based on the mesh parameter val-

ues returned by pyGriddata. Following completion of the model simulations

for each batch of parameter samples, pyADCIRC reads in the formatted output

files and returns the requested QoI values. The PolyADCIRC package was orig-

inally developed to execute parameter sweeps of Manning’s n fields and simple

bathymetry alterations; however, it can be adapted to handle other ADCIRC

input parameters such as the location of a canopy or eddy viscosity. The

PolyADCIRC package was originally developed for TACC HPC systems, but it

can be adapted to run on other Linux based HPC systems. The PolyADCIRC

package also provides modules to interface with a slightly modified version

of Subdomain ADCIRC [25], however these modules have not yet been made

publicly available. Note an earlier version of this material was previously pub-

lished in [32]. Both of these Python packages are available online open source

at https://github.com/UT-CHG.
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